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College receives $14 million bequest 
Largest gift in IC history left 
to Park School department 
By Bridget Kelly and 
Kevin Harlin 
Ithacan Staff 
Ithaca College has received a 
$14 million bequest forthe Depart-
ment of Cinema and Photography 
and the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications. 
The bequest, the largest single 
gift in the history of the College, is 
a gift from James I3. Pendleton, 
Hollywood interior designer, ·who 
died Aug. 30 at the age of 90. 
"It was a gift of incredible gen-
erosity and will have a tremendous 
impact on the Park School ofC~)m-
munications," said Dean Thomas 
Bohn of the Roy H. Park School of 
Communications. 
Mr. Pendleton 
has planned for 
us, but there is 
some latitude 
there to give 
support to the 
[Park] school 
in general." 
Bonnie 
Gordon, vice 
president for 
college rela-
Pendleton 
tions and resource development, 
estimated the gift could yield 
$700,000 in interest alone annu-
ally. "We can look forward to at 
least something in the neighbor-
hood of $700,000 a year, depend-
ing on how much total amount is 
put away in the endowment and 
how much is earmarked for some 
other kind of expenditures," she 
said. 
President James J. Whalen said 
the gift will be used to endow at 
lea~t one profe~~or~hip· as well as 
some scholarships in the Depart-
ment of Cinema and Photography. 
But both Whalen and Bohn said the 
College has not yet determined ex-
actly how it will use the money. 
"Before we do anything, we will 
sit down and talk with the dean, and 
we will review this program with 
the faculty, and certainly I will talk 
with the Board ofTrustees," Whalen 
said. "We certainly will follow what 
we have been told is the course that 
Whalen said changes in interest 
rate~ and other factors could affect 
the annual yield. "The money will 
be properly invested so that we get 
the biggest bang for our buck," 
Whalen said. 
The Ithacan/Patty String 
Former College professor Gustav Landen expresses appreciation for his friend, James Pendleton. 
President James J. Whalen and Thomas Bohn, Park School dean, also express gratitude for the gift. 
The gift will benefit the entire 
communications school, Bohn said. 
Earlier this year, the Roy H. Park 
Foundation awarded the communi-
cations school a $650,000 grant for 
updating technology. Bohn said 
money from that grant earmarked 
for the cinema and photography 
department could be redirected to-
ward the rest of the school. 
"I used to tell Jimmy [Pendleton] 
Handbook is binding, 
Whalen writes to faculty 
By Alex Leary 
Ithacan Staff 
On Tuesday, Nov. 28, Presi-
dent James J. Whalen attempted 
to quell recent fervor when he 
released_ a statement endorsing 
the Faculty Handbook as a 
legally binding document 
between the faculty and the 
administration. 
"The College considers the 
Handbook to be a mutually bind-
ing set of rules and regulations 
that is enforceable according to 
its tcrrns," Whalen wrote in a 
letter to Faculty Council 
chainnan Warren Schlesinger. 
Whalen's statement came in 
light of some concerns voiced 
by faculty members that the 
College considered the Hand-
book as merely a set of 
guidelines. 
This concern stems from the 
case of Peter and Sandra Klinge 
v. Ithaca College, in which the 
College used the argument that 
the Handbook is not a legally 
binding document as a defense 
to the Klinges' breach of 
"[The statements in the Handbook] are, instead, 
a parallel and separate set of rules that the 
College has adopted to govern its dealings with 
faculty." 
contract complaint. 
In an affidavit in court docu-
ments from Provost Thomas 
Longin, the Handbook is character-
ized as a set of rules and regula-
tions, not a binding document. "[The 
statement,;; in the Handbook] are, 
instead, a parallel and separate set 
of rules that the College has adopted 
to govern its dealings with faculty," 
Longin wrote. 
The Klinges are suing the Col-
lege for it<; handling of alleged pla-
giarism in connection with a book 
published in 1983. The Klinges' 
book, "Evolution of Film Styles," 
contains passages strikingly simi-
lar to those in other books written 
previously. 
As a result, the College demoted 
Peter Klinge from full professor to 
associate professor and decreased 
his salary. · 
-Thomas Longin, provost 
Last February, the Klinges 
filed a $1. 75 million suit against 
the College, saying the demo-
tion was a violation of his rights 
as outlined in the Handbook. 
However, the College con-
tested that because Klinge did 
not file a grievance, which would 
have led to an internal review of 
his alleged plagiarism, his de-
motion was not a breach of 
contract. 
Although Whalen could not 
comment on the case specifi-
cally, ~e affirmed his support of 
the Handbook's contractual 
nature. 
"We also believe that alleged 
breaches of the Handbook by the 
College are ultimately 
reviewable in court," Whalen 
wrote. 
See LETTER, next page 
this - that I wanted this to be the 
number-one film school in the coun-
try," said former Ithaca College cin-
ema and photography professor 
Gustav "Skip" Landen, who was 
largely responsible for securing the 
gift. 
A~ many parts of the College arc 
in the midst of a budget crunch, 
See BEQUEST, next page 
Recreational relief 
New Therapeutic Recreation major is 
one of only four programs in country 
Kelley Bloomfield 
Ithacan Staff 
Recreation will soon take on a 
slightly different meaning for some 
at Ithaca Co11ege. 
The College has received final 
approval to offer a bachelor of sci-
ence degree in therapeutic recre-
ation from the New York State Edu-
cation Department. 
The major, already in effect, is 
part of the Recreation and Lei~ure 
Science Department. Previously, 
therapeutic recreation was a con-
centration in the field. 
According to Dr. Barbara 
De Wall, department chair, the ma-
jor will be the fourth of its kind in 
the nation. Ithaca College hopes to 
receive accreditation for the pro-
gram by April of next year, she 
said. 
Student" will work with "indi-
viduals who have mental, physical 
or emotional disabilities," accord-
ing to a pamphlet by the American 
Therapeutic Recreation Associa-
tion. Individualized treatment ac-
tivities are used io help remedy the 
effects of illness and achieve the 
best level of personal independence 
"Therapeutic recreation 
deals with the whole 
individual and not just 
the parts. It works on 
socialization and men-
tal attitude. " 
-Dr. Barbara De Wall, 
department chair of 
recreation and 
leisure department 
possible, according to the pamphlet. 
De Wall said the majors will use 
recreation as a form of therapy and 
work on teams with physical, occu-
pational and speech therapists. 
"Therapeutic recreation deals 
with the whole individual and not 
just the parts. It works on socializa-
tion and mental attitude," she said. 
The major was created by both 
an increased popularity in the con-
centration and an increased number 
of job opportunities in the field. 
Therapeutic recreation is listed 13th 
out of the 20 fastest growing occu-
pations in the United States Depart-
ment of Labor's "Occupational 
See MAJOR, next page 
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BEQUEST 
Continued from previous page 
Whalen said some of these funds 
could conceivably be used to pro-
vide some relief. 
'This gift is directed to theSchool 
of Communications and, by and 
large, this money will be used for 
the School of Communications. But 
can we seek some budget relief 
from it? Perhaps we can. Perhaps 
we can, but that would not be a 
major goal of this gift," he said. 
Pendleton's love of the arts be-
gan at an early age. He left home in 
Oregon at 18 to become a dancer in 
Los Angeles and then went to New 
York. There he opened an antique 
and design business, which he later 
relocated to Los Angeles. He re-
LETTER 
Continued from previous page 
In a telephone interview with 
The Ithacan on Wednesday, Whalen 
said the College continues to abide 
by the Handbook. 
"We're encouraging the use of 
the Handbook," Whalen said. "I, 
like the faculty, believe that we 
have a set of rules and guidelines 
that we must abide by." 
However, Whalenalsowrotethat 
internal options must be exhausted 
before seeking legal recourse. A 
faculty member "should not, in the 
College's view, be permitted to as-
sert such a claim in order to avoid 
exhausting the agreed-upon inter-
nal procedures," he wrote. 
Whalen added that a faculty 
member should not be able to ig-
MAJOR 
Continued from previous page 
Outlook Quarterly." 
DeWall said approximately 35 
students were enrolled in the con-
centration, which is half of the stu-
dents in the department. Of these 
students, eight have begun the pro-
cess to become therapeutic recre-
ation majors, DeWall said. 
"A lot of current students are 
expected to move to the new ma-
jor," she said. She explained their 
acceptance depends on how far 
along they arc in the program cur-
rently. 
DaviJ Dresser, dean of the 
School of Humanities and Sciences, 
sa1J the College will not hire new 
faculty for the major and the courses 
will be taught by professors who 
did work in the concentration. 
He added that the new major 
will be used to attract students to 
the College. 
Dresser said he expects that the 
enrollment in the major will cause 
100% Heavy Wool 
Sweaters 
Handmade in Ecuador 
from $39.95 
House of Shalimar 
Downtown Ithaca Commons 
Open Every Day • 273-7939 
"lfyou thought we were on the map, and we were, 
I want you to know that this particular gift will . 
make it clear that Ithaca College is special and 
that we're going to take advantage of this gift to 
make that map much clearer to everybody who 
looks at schools of communications. " 
tired at the age of 63, after his wife 
died. 
Landen, who retired in 1991 as 
chairman of the Department of 
Cinema and Photography, met 
Pendleton while vacationing on the 
Greek island of Kos in 1976. Landen 
said the two men became friends. 
-James J. Whalen, president 
Soon after, Pendleton began an an-
nual scholarship for cinema and 
photography students at the 
College. 
"He always took an intense in-
terest in our students and what they 
were doing. He was so pleased 
with what he saw them doing," 
"It would have been reassuring if he said explicitly 
[ that J he and the Board of Trustees did not see the 
handbook as guidelines rather than mutually 
obligatory rules and regulations. Maybe that's 
what he meant but he didn't say it. " 
-Richard Creel, professor of philosophy and religion 
and chair of the faculty caucus steering committee 
nore these provisions while "at-
tempting to invoke protections 
found in its other provisions." This 
means that a faculty member should 
not be able to file a lawsuit prior to 
filing a grievance. 
Schlesinger said Whalen's state-
ment answered a lot of concerns 
faculty members had about the 
Ha11Jbook. 
"I'm not sure what else [Whalen] 
could say - those are main issues 
and concerns of the faculty," 
Schlesinger said. 
Sandra Herndon, professor and 
chair of graduate programs in the 
Department of Corporate Commu-
nication, said Whalen's statement 
can help alleviate any misconcep-
tions over the Handbook. 
Bohn said. 
Whalen, Bohn and Landen said 
they were not awareofthe extent of 
Pendleton's gift until his will was 
filed for probate several weeks ago. 
"We all miss Jimmy and he's 
probably looking down on this little 
conference and sort of chuckling 
because he neve_r let us know, 'us' 
meaning Ithaca College, the extent 
ofh,is wealth," Landen said. "Some 
years ago he mentioned to the Dean 
and I that we were in his will. That 
was all he said." 
Whalen said the gift could at-
tract other potential donors. "When 
a college is recognized with this 
kind of significant gift, other people 
take note and when I go to seek 
"I think it is very important that 
everyone be clear the Handbook is 
a contractual agreement. I prefer to · 
believe that the administration pre-
fer to see itas a [contract]," Herndon 
said. 
Richard Creel, professor of phi-
losophy and religion and chair of 
the faculty caucus steering com-
mittee, said he is hopeful, but re-
mains skeptical. 
"It would have been reassuring 
ifhe said explicitly [that] he and the 
Board of Trustees did not see the 
handbook as guidelines rather than 
mutually obligatory rules and regu-
lations," Creel said. "Maybe that's 
what he meant but he didn't say it." 
At a Faculty Council meeting on 
Nov. 28, the removal of a statement 
: November 30,. _1995 
money and I can talk about our 
College and our School and· talk 
about other people having made 
significant contributions, they pay 
attention," Whalen said. 
The gift will also improve the 
reputation of the Park School among 
communication schools, Whalen 
said. 
"If you thought we were on the 
map, and we were," he added. 
" I want you to know that this 
particular gift will make it clear that 
Ithaca College is special and that 
we're going to take advantage of 
this gift to make that map much 
clearer to everybody who looks at 
schools of communications," 
Whalen said. 
referencing the Handbook from fac-
ulty contracts in 1993-94 was dis-
cussed. A motion to discover why 
the College removed these refer-
ences during the 1993-94 academic 
year was tabled to be discussed at a 
later date. 
Whalen said the statement was 
removed to avoid confusion. He 
explained that the College was ad-
vised to add references to other 
governing documentc; along with 
the Handbook, but since this would 
create confusion, the College re-
moved all references completely. 
Whalen said the reference will 
be added to the contract forms if 
faculty members express interest. 
"If people want it on contractc; 
we'll put it on them," he said. 
"With the growing 
national trend in the 
field, it will be easier to 
Briefly 
recruit students to the 
new major as opposed 
to a concentration. The 
major has the potential 
to reflect positive 
growth." 
-David Dresser, 
dean of the School of 
Humanities and Sciences 
it to double from its current size as 
a concentration. 
"With the growing national trend 
in the field, it will be easier to 
recruit students to the new major as 
opposed to a concentration," he said. 
'The major has the potential to 
reflect positive growth," Dresser 
added. 
EVENTS 
• Meetings with Herman 
Muller, chairman of the Board 
of Trustees. originally sched-
uled for Nov. 15 hav ebeen 
rescheduled for Dec. 6. The 
meetings, which are to discuss 
the presidential search will be 
held in the Emerson Suites. 
• Leigh Ann Peterson will 
perform a junior voice recital at 
7 p.m. in the Nabenhauer 
Recital room of Ford Hall on 
Friday, Dec. 1. 
. • Dallis Porter will perform a 
senior voice recital at noon in 
the Ford Hall Auditorium on 
Saturday, Dec. 2 and Jessica 
Smith will perform a senior 
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voice recital at 2 p.m. on that 
date. 
• A graduate percussion lecture 
and recital by Michael Overman 
will be held in the Nabenhauer 
Recital Room will be held at 3 
p.m. on Saturday, Dec.2. 
• A multi-cultural awareness 
round-table discussion will be held 
in Williams225 on Saturday, Dec. 
2 at 1 :30 p.m. 
• Scott Shirk will perform a senior 
saxaphoine recital at 4 p.m. in the 
Nabenhauer Recital Room of Ford 
H~II on Saturday, Dec. 2 . 
• Eugene Chamberlain will give a 
Junior percussion recital at 7 p.m. 
in the Nabenhauer Recital Room 
on Sat. Dec. 2 
CORRECTIONS 
• In the Nov. 9 issue, a story 
on the women's rugby team 
incorrectly reported that the 
team is seeking intercollegiate 
status, and that the College will 
decide on this status by Jan. 1. 
The team is seeking to be 
recognized as a club by the 
College and the decision will be 
made and-announced before 
the spring semester. 
• It is the lthacan's policy to 
correct all errors of fact. To 
report corrections, contact news 
editor Mamie Eisenstadt or 
Bridget Kelly at 269 Park Hall 
or call 274-3207. 
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Kodak fullds fOur film students 
. ~ ;~ 
By Andrew Tutino 
Ithacan Staff 
The Roy H. Park School of Com-
munications has bee"n awarded the 
Ea<;tman Product Grant, equivalent 
to $2000, by the Eastman Kodak 
Company of Rochester, N.Y. The 
grant will be used by four seniors at 
the College on their senior film 
projects. 
James Hanna-Martinez '96, 
Shelley Smith '96, Mark Stephan 
'96 and Eric West '96 were se-
lected by the faculty to receive the 
money. 
The grant is extremely helpful in 
enabling students to pay the costs 
as films are very expensive to cre-
ate, said R. William Rowley, asso-
ciate professor and chairperson of 
cinema and photography. 
"Because films are so expen-
sive, the department is always grate-
ful to assist students," Rowley said. 
"And the generosity of Eastman 
Kodak made this possible." 
Rowley estimates the range for 
student film budgets is between 
$500-$1000. . 
"Since film students must pay 
for their own tuition, film stock and 
other materials, it is a great help to 
be made aware of opportunities to 
help lower .the cost," said Shelley 
Smith '96, a recipient of the grant. 
In past years, the department of 
cinema and photography has of-
fered financial resources to students, 
Rowley said. 
"There have been years when 
we have taken money out of our 
operating budget to help filmmak-
ers," Rowley said. "Because of the 
grant, we will not have to do this." 
People responsible for the cre-
ative and financial responsibilities 
of the film project<; are awarded the 
grants, Rowley said. 
Having the extra resources gives 
sti:ldent filmmakers more options, 
said Mark Stephan '96, recipient of 
the grant. 
"It is nice to have more film to 
shoot. It gives you more leeway 
with performances," Stephan said. 
In awarding the grants, Kodak 
is developing a relationship with 
the filmmakers, Rowley said. 
"Kodak is trying to forge a rela-
tionship with students now with 
support.Lateron this could be com-
mercial," Rowley said. 
The grant carries no stipulations 
on how the award should be used, 
Rowley said. 
''There are no strings attached," 
Rowley said. "They do not tell us 
what films or how many." 
The student filmmakers are un-
der no contract to share ownership 
of the film with Ithaca College or 
Eastman Kodak. Even though the 
students are using the donated film 
and the College's equipment, the 
students are the sole owners of the· 
films, Rowley said. However, this 
is not the case at all institutions. 
"Some institutions might claim 
ownership rights because of the 
money spent, but not Ithaca Col-
lege," Rowley said. 
The College did not specifically 
apply for the grant, but the College's 
past involvement with student pro-
grams allowed them to receive the 
award. In awarding the grant, Kodak 
rotates through a list of programs, 
Rowley said. ", 
It is possil:ilc, under Kodak's 
Worldwide Student Program, to 
write a letter and be considered for 
a grant for a specific film project. In 
the summcrof 1994, Ithaca College 
faculty member Pierre Desir re-
ceived a grant for his film, "Zona," 
Rowley said. 
Ithaca College has received the 
award twice before "Zona," Row fey 
said. 
Because of the laissez-faire na-
ture of the grant, Ithaca College can 
reward creative filmmaking, 
Rowley said. 
"Since they arc not telling u~ 
what films to support," Rowley said, 
"we are put in a position to decide 
what innovative filmmaking gets 
the support it might otherwi~e not 
get that 11 deserves." 
Money 'smarts' relieve shopping stress 
By Robert White 
Ithacan Staff 
Now that the Thanksgiving break 
is over, students at Ithaca College 
are faced with frenzied holiday 
shopping. 
With 17 days left until Hanuk-
kah and 24 days until Christmas, 
students do not have much time left 
for shopping. However, what stu-
dents at the College are more wor-
ried about i~ spending more money 
than they have during the holiday 
season. 
Many students are either on 
workstudy or have a fixed savings 
amount to live off of. This means 
'that t~eir holiday funds are limited. 
· Finding ways to save while still 
~njoying the spirit of giving is rather 
difficult for many students. 
able quality. 
"I like to spend no more than 
$20 or $30 on a gift for a family 
member, but that won't buy you as 
nice a gift here in Ithaca as it nor-
mally would," Meyer said. 
However, with many students, 
· money trouble is often caused by 
irresponsible spending habits. 
"Don't use credit cards to buy 
your gifts unless you have the capi-
tal to pay off the bill within 25 
days," advised Cornell Federal 
Credit Union credit counselor Jo-
seph King. 
"If you can't pay the bill imme-
diately then the interest rates will 
pile up and you will end up 
'pyramiding' your debt, or build- .. , 
ing up interest fees and having to 
pay more and more over time," 
King said. 
iA; <\·,. -
"Gifts don't have to be expen-
sive to be nice," said Joseph Cheng, 
associate professor of finance. "Nice 
gifts from the heart for family mem-
bers work as well as generic expen-
sive gifts." 
However, finding gifts in Ithaca 
that are not over-priced is difficult 
for students. 
Other tips that King said that 
CFCU gives to its customers are: 
• Be responsible with your 
spending habits and don 'tbuy some-
thing you can 'teasily afford to buy. 
• Gift exchanges are a great 
way reduce the number of people 
you have to shop for. 
The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
While Naz:uki Mikada '99 makes a purchase at the IC Bookstore, she keeps track of how much she 
spends. "I always have to decide if what I am buying is needed or not." 
"Ithaca shops are much more 
expensive than most of the shops 
that I go to back home," said Sam 
Meyer '98. "I usually like to shop 
for gifts when I get home, but this 
year the IJrcak starts so close to 
Christmas that I have to shop here 
in Ithaca instead," Meyer added. 
The problem for students is that 
with prices in Ithaca, they have 
trouble setting their spending limits 
within their means. This makes it 
hard for them to find gifts of accept-
• Don't buy on credit unless 
you have the money in savings to 
cover the bills. 
• Save money over time that is 
specifically for holiday shopping 
and budget that money among all 
the people you are shopping for. 
Many banks have programs to 
help students save for the holidays 
and offer tips for maintaining con-
trol over money. 
Jim Schaeffer, branch coordina-
tor of the Ithaca College branch of 
SH.ABBAT· a.t IC 
CFCU, explained that the credit 
union has a Christmas club for its 
customers. However, Schaeffer 
explained that the club option ·is not 
widely taken advantage of by IC 
students. 
Schaeffer explained that many 
students with steady incomes dur-
ing the school year get their money 
from workstudy programs and arc 
not eligible for wage garnishing. 
However, some students do not re-
ally worry about saving money. 
"I spend for the holidays but I 
don't really worry about it because 
much of the money I get back from 
cash gifts from rela~ivcs, so it all 
works out in the end," said Soren 
Bailey '99. 
Other students also don·t really 
worry a great deal about their finan-
cial standings. "I managed to save a 
good deal of money from my sum-
mer job and so money isn't that 
tight, so I can spend for the holidays 
without really worrying," said An-
drew Norige '99. 
But for the students who worry 
more about their limited funds, the 
key seems to be responsible spend-
Friday - Service 6 pm in Muller Chapel 
Dinner 7 pm in Terrace Dining 
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9: 15pm-10:45pm 
ing all year round, especially dur-
ing the holidays. 
"It is too late for students to plan 
for the holidays this season, but 
they could easily start to ~ave now 
for next year," King said. "The 
Christmas Club accrues a 3.56% 
monthly interest rate at CFCU and 
now is a good time to start putting 
money in," he continued. King also 
said that he would think a class at 
Ithaca College on individual finan-
cial planning would be a good idea 
for student<; to learn personal money 
management. 
for fr:eshment 
Saturday, December 2, 8pm 
701 Taughannock Blvd 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
273-9211 
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Spodc, Mikasa, Nonmc, Royal Daulton, Crown Derby, Minton, 
l!c:,mx Potter for Ouldrcn, Pomnctnon's Bol:2nic Garden & 
Birds of Bncin, Fitz & AO}-d, Onew & Yanm:iki 
~ &sleets fcx Pbna, P1aua, An1-dune • Candlc,ad:, 
• Woodsmck W1ndclumcs • Firelight Oil Lamp 
• Dswcll-M:nscy & other fine Sa:,p, • l'b<:emcna • C.,llccoblcs. 
Hummcls. D:md Watttr Cottages • PicuR Fr.uncs 
• Framed Pnna • Mugs• Pawlcy's lsbnd H:irnmxlu 
• !tty B,cry Boole Llgha • Goohnn w......,. Throws • l'tush Amm•ls 
• Wicker & R:iro.n Codcad & Duung Tables, Ou.in, Ec,g=,, 
IIDcl=s, Hamprn, Hc:xlboords.1-. M.Je>,,nc R:iclcs & Murur, 
".Str.1wRugs • Wall 1-ung,nj:, • Bror.:cGardcnfwccrsby Whm: 
s;.,,, • Seed Ku,• Vases l'otYciur Flowcrl..ovu,g Fnends. .. 
~ The Plantation 130 Ithaca Commons 273-i231 Mon-Fri 10-9 
Sat 10-6, Sun 11-5 
Makethe 
MostorYour 
Computer Investment 
Upl!rade Older Models - mt:mory modules, 
harcf drives, CD ROM packages, mict:, scanners, 
printers ... 
Computer Healthy - disc cleaning packs, 
static maL<;, surge suppressor.;, anti-virus software ... 
Add Special Effects - sound card~. ~peakers, 
headphones, joysticks ... 
Make. It Easy Extras - cirrymg case.\ wnst 
!,Uppons ... and more. 
Exte,zded Holiday Hours, Nov. 18- Dec. 22 
Mon.-Wed. 9-5:30, Tues.-Thurs. 9-7, Fri. 9-8, Sat. 10-4 
ColnputerLand. 
BusillC$S 10 business. Person 10 person. 
371 Elmira Rd., Ithaca 
277-4888 
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Freshmen. SAT. ScorCs'"· 
reach highest average 
College says downsizing has not affected standards 
By Heather Duncan 
Ithacan Staff 
The 1995 freshman class aver-
age SAT scores are the highest ever 
at Ithaca College, according to Larry 
Metzger, director of institutional 
research and enrollment planning. 
Students' average rankings in their 
high school classes have risen to 
the point that most students are in 
the 75th percentile or higher. 
Metzger said that although 
downsizing may have affected the 
quantity of applicants, it has not 
detracted from the quality of the 
applicant pool 
"Ithaca College has become 
continually attractive to a higher 
profile student," Metzger said. He 
said that during the 1980s students 
with higher scores made up almost 
all the growth in the applicant pools. 
The mean SAT scores of this 
year's freshman class are 497 for 
the verbal portion and 555 for the 
math. 
That is 74 points higher than the 
national average verbal score and 
76 points higher than the national 
average math score. 
Average class rankings of stu-
dents accepted have been rising 
more gradually; 27 percent of this 
year's freshman class were in the 
top IO percent of their high school 
AVERAGE SAT SCORES 
classes and 57 percent were in the 
top quarter. 
"The institution has basically 
made the decision that we would 
continue to emphasize quality, not 
sacrifice it," Metzger said. 
Metzger said that mean grade 
point averages could not be judged 
because high schools vary in their 
grading systems. 
"We look at the GPA for indi-
vidual student performance in their 
specific circumstances," Metzger 
said. 
"[The rise in applicant quality] 
has a lot to do with the wider recog-
nition of the quality of our pro-
grams," Metzger said. 
College-bound high school seniors vs IC ·freshmen 
TEST ENROLLMENT MEAN NATIONAL SCORES* MEAN SCORES OF IC ENTERING FRESHMEN 
YEAR YEAR SAT-VERBAL SAT-MATH SAT-VERBAL SAT-MATH 
1985 1986 431 475 ~7 .. 531 
1986 1987 431 475 493 539 
1987 1988 430 476 .497 545 
1988 1989 428 476 495 549 
1989 1990 -427 476 489 .- 546. 
1990 1991 424 476 480 532 
1991 1992 422 474 487. 539 
1992 1993 423 476 492 546 
1993 1994' 424 478 493 550 
1994 1995 423 479 497 555 
Information was provided by the Office of Institutional Resea_tch and Enrollment Planning 
Local student hangout closes 
Students express 
disbelief over 
Plum's bankruptcy 
By Jennifer Battista 
Ithacan Staff 
A popular bar and restaurant in 
downtown Ithaca will soon be just 
a fond memory. 
Plum's, on 112 N. Aurora St., 
has filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
and will soon be closed, a Plum's 
employee said. 
The pub filed for Chapter 11 
bankruptcy previously on April 26, 
1993. Plum's then changed its menu 
from restaurant style to strictly pub 
style to help alleviate cosLc;. 
But this apparently did not help 
the establishment's financial 
situation. 
Both Ithaca College and Cornell 
University students will be affected 
by the closing, as Plum's was a 
popular hangout of students from 
both colleges. 
Most students said they were 
confused by the closing, because 
they had always seen the bar so 
crowded. 
"I don't understand [the clos-
ing)," Matt Knight '98 said. 'They 
were so crowded they usually had 
to tum people away." 
"Last year they served food, but 
not anymore," Jake Hennenmuth 
'98 of Cornell University said. 
"Maybe that's part of the reason." 
"I can't believe they' re closing," 
Jessica Adams '99 said. "Everytime 
I walked by, they were packed wall-
to-wall with customers." 
The closing has left students 
wondering what happened. 
"Their prices were comparable 
to other bars downtown," Knight 
said. 
Hennenmuth agreed, saying the 
drinks were often a good value. 
"It was pretty reasonably priced," 
he said. 
Kathleen Slattery '98 concurred 
and questioned the bar's motives 
for shutting down. 
"I went there to eat last year and 
the food wasn't that great, but the 
prices were very reasonable," she 
said. 
Plum's owner, Lawrence 
Church, resides in Florida and was 
unavailable for comment, but an 
employee did confirm the bar's fil. 
ing for Chapter 11 and impending 
closing: 
Teaching through technology 
Professors use On-line res~urces to aid in education process 
By Marnie Eisenstadt 
Ithacan News Editor 
The Internet has made it's way 
into the classroom, changing the 
way professors teach and the mate· 
rial students have access to. 
The Internet grows at a rate of 80 
percent every year, and it is a con-
stantly updatable reference source. 
Professors across the country are 
able to create theirown World Wide 
Web pages, communicate through-
out the world and assist students at 
any time of day or night without 
leaving ·their homes. "It's like a 
huge classroom out there," said Dani 
Novak, associate professor of math 
and computer science. 
Novak has his own page on the 
World Wide Web. It is based on 
stories that he has collected from 
different students over the years. 
Novak said he often uses his page 
· as well as others in the classroom: 
In Novak's Mathematical Art 
class, students are taught to create 
their own home pages, as well. 
'The best thing about the Internet 
is that it gives students access to the 
outside world, to places and things 
they would never be exposed to 
with ordinary textbooks," said.Rob-
ert Krawczyk, a studio professor at 
the Illinois InstituteofTechnology' s 
College of Architecture. 
Krawczyk said he also uses his 
own home page to supplement his 
classes. It connects students to ar-
chitecture publications, college li-
braries and architecture-related data 
bases. . 
"Of course, it's up to the student 
to make use of the techn~l~gy in: 
place and certainly it' can be over-
whelming at times,".he said. "It's 
up to the instructor to precede links -
find the more obtuse ones, where 
they just log on and roam around to 
see what they can find." 
Although some contend thaton-
line technology isolates students 
from the world they are closest to, 
the campus environment, those who 
use the Net the most say nothing is 
lost in the way of socialization. 
"Certainly the Net can be isolat-
ing, but I encourage my students to 
network and to make contact with 
people on-line," Krawczyk said. 
Educators in all disciplines have· 
touted the usefulness of the Internet 
."(On-line education] is ex-
_tremely liberating in that the class-
room i~ no longer confined to a 
specific ti11_1e and place," said Curtis 
Bliss, Eriglish instructoratthe State 
Unive.~ty.ofNew York at Albany_. 
to the most succinct sources of in- College Press Service Contributed 
formation and leav.eit to students to ·. to·this arti'cle 
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Looking for a great deal on a computer and a printer can be a whole lot easier 
than finding a roommate. Because right tJQV,\ when }UU purchase a Macintosh' Performa" 
from the 630 series and an Apple' printer, you'll get $150 back. Just think about it. You 
can get your work done faster, it will look great and you can receive an e>..'tra $150 at the 
same time. So take a moment to look into tl1e pow-er that can keep Ap 1 a 
you ahead. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your best'. p1e .. 
For more information stop by · 
Academic Computing Services in Muller 102 or call 274-3030 
Just see .how much you can save! 
Ps,rc:ba,e any A/J{lk Alaan/oJb Prr[arma 630iaies or 6-IOCD DOS--aJmpahbleamrputer alo11g u:1/b any A/J/)le printer-and recei:oe a $150 maJ-m rebate Offer mltd 1bro11gb Jmmary 15, 1996, 11/11/e supplies las/ and sul7Jed 
lo atwlabillly. Jjyou baveanyques!IOnsaboul /be "/'rrforma-+- Pnnter = Ftrybacl(' offer. please call 800-950-6354 or see stores fur a romplele /isl of deta:1, ©1995 Apple Comp1111•r, /11c All nghls resen-ed A/'f!le, lbe Apple 
/q;>o, M4cinJos/,, Petforma, Sl)iellhler and "/be pa,;er lo be ;our best" are regisleml trademarks of A/J/)le wmpuler, Inc l'ouoerPC is a trademark of lntemalio11a/ Bu.qness Ala4Jmcs Corporaho11, 11srd 1111&'1' ltcense lhm•-
from. CardSbop Plus is a regislered trademark of Alindscape. All Alacmtosh wmp111m are designed lo be aazsstble lo rndwidua/s u'llh disab1/II)•. 'lb team mo~ (lJS only), call 800-600-7808 or77Y 800-755-060/ 
$20 w/o Senior Card 
$25 per couple w/ Senior Card 
Tickets on sale NOW in the Campus Activit 
Center Lobby or 3rd floor Campus Activite .C 
11 :OOam .:. 2:00pm 
The Ithacan 5 
Macintosh Performa' 631CD 
8.1/8 RA.i/1500,lfB bard drive, CD-RO,11 drive, 
14" color mom/or, 14.4 modem, keyboard, mo11se 
and all the soflurm you're ltkely lo need 
StyleWrlter' 1200 
Ink cartridge and cable included 
0 ER ID REQUIRED 
UNDER 21 ADMITTED 
Must be 21 to drink 
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Double lives 
led by staff 
students 
By Edward Alessi 
Ithacan Staff 
Students should not be surprised if they 
see Mary Maki, secretary to President Whalen, 
m one of their classes. Maki is a member of 
the Ithaca College staff, but is also a student 
at the College. She is just one of the many 
staff members who take classes at the Col-
lege. 
November 30, 1995 
Congress comes 
• • to compromise 
on direct lending 
By College Press Service 
The House and Senate have reached a 
compromise on direct lending, capping the 
federal program at 10 percent for the next 
fiscal year. 
The cut was part of an agreement by 
House and Senate leadership to cut $5.9 
billion from the student Joan program over 
the next seven years. 
In their original budget proposal, House 
leaders called for the elimination of direct 
lending by June 1996. Senate leaders, how-
. ever, planned to cap the program at 20 per-
cent. 
Staff members do not pay any tuition and 
the registration fee is small, said Kim Mill-
ing, director of continuing education and 
summer sessions. Most of the employees that 
take classes are on a non-degree basis, Mill-
ing said. Some employees like Maki are 
working towards degrees, however. 
Staff members who are working towards 
degrees must undergo the same application 
and registration process as any other student, 
he added. They are usually allowed to take up 
to three credits _a semester, Milling said. 
The Ithacan/Rob White 
Mary Maki, secretary to President James J. Whalen, studies in the faculty lounge for 
one of her classes in her history major. 
The compromise, which will eventually 
be presented to President Clinton for ap-
proval, limits the schools participating in 
direct lending to 10 percent. 
'The House zeroed direct lending out origi-
nally and they were very firm in their stance 
that it be cut," said Joel Bacon, spokesperson 
for Sen. Nancy Kassebaum (R-Kansas). 
"That's why the Senate couldn't get back 
their 20 percent. This is really the most basic 
compromise." 
Maki said the number of students over the 
age of 25 is rather high. She received her 
associate's degree from Tompkins Cortland 
Community College in 1986 and is now a 
senior history major at the College. Maki has 
been working on her degree for almost ten 
years, she said. 
"Taking classes at Ithaca College has im-
proved my writing skills but has also helped 
me to become a well-rounded individual," 
she said. 
Maureen Earl, executive secretary to the 
vice-president, is an English major. Earl said 
that she has been taking classes for two-and-
a-half years and it has been a great benefit to 
work .on a degree while she is employed. 
Sometimes !.taff members can take more 
if they can work it a~ound their schedules, 
Earl said, adding she has also taken classes at 
Wells College. 
She said that she estimates that it will take 
at least six years to finish her college educa-
tion. Earl explained that because she also has 
children, getting her degree has been a jug-
gling act. 
"It may take a while to earn a degree, but 
taking three credits a semester makes it easier 
to concentrate. Staff members who do not 
have a degree would be wise to participate in 
the program," Earl said. 
Peter Kilcoyne, manager of printing ser-
vices, has been working towards a degree in 
Corporate Communication since 1990. He 
said he takes three credits a semester and may 
also take some in the summer. 
Taking these courses is a great opportu-
nity for him, Kilcoyne said. They broaden the 
knowledge that he is able to offer as a printing 
manager and he is also able to add the addi-
By Molly Newman and Barbara Da1nshek 
Music and lyrics by Barbara Damshek 
December 7-9 at 8:00 p.m. 
December 9-10 at 2:00 p.m. 
Box office phone 274-3224 
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this Ithacan. BE KIND TO 
YooR MOTHER ••• 
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tional information and skills to his resume, he 
said. 
Kilcoyne added that he enjoys t.µcing 
classes with the other students, however some-
times they get confused by his presence in the 
classroom. · 
In the beginning of the semester, some of 
his classmates mistook him for the professor. 
"Some students came up to me and asked 
if they could drop the course," he said. 
Kelly Meyers, administrative secretary to 
the assistant dean of the business school, has 
an associate's degree from Paul Smith Col-
lege in Hotel and Restaurant Management. 
All of the credits transferred, which made it 
easier to obtain a degree in Corporate Com-: 
munication, she said. 
' Meyers also said that the faculty has been 
very helpful in assisting her with taking classes 
for a corporate communication degree, espe-
cially in time management. 
Secretary of Education Richard Riley, 
however, said the agreement could destroy 
the program. "For months the lending indus-
try has been lobbying Congress to keep a 
stranglehold on the highly profitable student 
Joan business," Riley said. 
"Now they reportedly have accepted a 
compromise that will assure special interests 
billions more in risk-free profits, perhaps as 
much as $9 billion more, and destroy the 
direct student loan program." 
Currently, 40 percent of all schools arc 
enrolled in the direct loan program, whic~ 
allows students to borrow directly from the 
federal government instead of banks and 
lending institutions. 
Attitude 
When you walk into Q room you 
want heads to turn your way. You 
want to set the trends, not follow the 
crowd. Our professionals are 
trained from the National 
Cosmotology Association on the 
newest Fall trends in Haircuts, color, 
perms, make-up and nails. 
431 N Cayuga SL tNoct ID Ca.scadtlla C:«kl 
(607) 277-3943 
r-------~-----------------, The Ithacan Ride Board 
o Ride Offered 
O Ride Wanted 
o One-Way Ride 
o Two-Way Ride 
Destination: ___________________ _ 
Date&Tlme: __________________ _ 
Name: _____________________ _ 
Address: ___________________ _ 
Telephone: __________________ _ 
Note: _____________________ _ 
Ride Board price Is $2 flat rate per week. 
The Ithacan accepts cash, checks, Visa, and MasterCard. 
Deadline: 5 p.m. Monday preceding publication. 
All Ride Board advertisements must be placed in person at The Ithacan 
office, 269 Park Hall. A valid Ithaca College Identification card must be 
presented. 
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TRIMMING THE TREE 
The Ithacan/ Jason Erlich 
The Physical Plant had to deal with all of the trees damaged 
by our last snow storm. This worker used a chainsaw to trim 
the tre-&s outside Muller Hall. Many trees were damaged by 
the heavy snow left in the wake of the storm, which wreaked 
havoc on the College before break. 
RECVCLE The JTHACAN 
Please recycle this Ithacan. The N ... ·,pa~r for TM hharo College Community 
e>anana 
Apple lqim \Z,aisin 
1be ~more 
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Sharing spirit of the season 
Community program collects food and toys for needy kids 
By Dayna Goldberg 
and Mary Wilson 
Ithacan Staff 
The bitter wind blows through 
the air as bundled-up ·students walk 
briskly to get to their classes. Shop-
pers search for the perfect gifts for 
their loved ones through the bus-
tling and busy malls. 
It is the season of giving and 
some members of the Ithaca Col-
lege community are prepared to do 
so. 
Beginning the wee]< of Dec. 18, 
the Sharing and Caring Committee 
of Staff Co!..incil will hold their 5th 
annual Happier Holidays Food 
Drive. The ·committee consists of 
six staff members from the Col-
lege. 
The Ithaca College community 
will have the opportunity to donate 
food, clothing and toys for less-
fortunate families of College 
employees at various locations 
around campus. 
This year, there are 16 families 
involved in the Christmas holiday 
program and a total of36 children. 
"This is an absolutely wonder-
ful thing to do," said Melanie 
Decker, chairperson of the Sharing 
and Caring Committee. 
"People want to givi: around holi-
day time and this gives them an 
avenue to c:> so." 
There will also be a Christmas 
tree in the, Bookstore with tags of 
children's names and ages. 
Students and faculty are encour-
aged to take a tag off the tree and 
buy a gift that will be donated to a 
"This is an absolutely wonderful thing to do. 
People want to give around holiday time and this 
gives them an avenue to do so. " 
child. These gifts can be given to 
Decker in Muller Chapel and from 
there will be given to the child. 
Decker began this drive seven 
years ago when she decided to help 
a family in need during the holiday 
season. 
"I couldn't imagine [any child] 
getting up on Christmas morning 
and not having anything [under the 
treeJ," Decker said. 
It gives parents the opportunity 
to give things to their children, be-
cause the children should not have 
to suffer, she said. 
The program has experienced 
continued success, Decker _said. 
"The campus really gets into it and 
is more than willing to participate," 
she said. The faculty, staff and stu-
dents have been very generous; there 
are always ample donations," she 
added. 
"Last year in the WestTowerthe 
R.A. on one floor said she wanted 
to help out. She collected the gen-
ders and ages of the children, and 
then some [students] went out to 
purchase gifts for each child," she 
said. 
The floor then had a wrapping 
party with Christmas cookies and 
delivered the gifts to Muller Chapel 
as a_group, she said. 
-Melanie Decker, 
chairperson of the Sharing 
and Caring Committee 
Various people, ranging from 
friends of the families to the family 
members themselves, inform 
Decker of any families in need. 
These are the families who re-
ceive the goods. 
None of the families are looking 
for a handout; they just need a little 
help to get through the season, 
Decker explained. 
The Sharing and Caring Com-
mittee collects all of the gifts, sets a 
date for the family to come to Muller 
Chapel and gives the families the 
materials. 
The collected gifts range from 
food and toy donations to monetary 
donations. 
Past gifts included race cars, dolls 
and skate-boards for the 
children. 
To participate in this program, 
take a tag off of the tree in the 
Bookstore or donate non-perishable 
food items or gifts at any of the blue 
collection bins located around the 
Campus. 
These bins can be found in Job 
Hall, the personnel offices, the 
Bookstore,. the Campus Center, 
BJ's, Ford and Smiddy Halls, as 
well as the Physical Plant and Muller 
Chapel. Collections will be taken 
through the week of Dec. l 8. 
ANTHOLOGY 
THE BEATL_ES 1 
ANTHOLOGY 
$24!!co~~D 
On sale thru 12/7 
• 
Sug. Retail $33 98 
OU.NOS 
:iNE 
CENTER ITHACA ON 
THE COMMONS 
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Campus TV 
wins awards 
WOOLY WARMTH . 
"' ,, 
Station takes four first place 
spots at national conf ere nee 
By Bridget Kelly 
Ithacan News Editor 
Television programs from 
Ithaca College won four first-place 
awards and an honorable mention 
at a convention held by the Na-
tional Association of College 
Broadcasters' National Student TV 
Awards earlier this month. 
The annual convention, held 
Nov. 18 in Providence, R.I., was 
attended by more than 120 different 
television and radio stations, said 
Eloise Greene, manager of televi-
<;ion operations. 
The four first place awards 
went to: 
•"The Creature Chronicle," a 
puppet production produced by 
Paula McGuire '95 and Russell 
Tucker '97, won for the Experi-
mental/animation category. The 
catcgo1y wa-; sponsored by Car-
toon Network. 
• "The News Tonight," the 
ICTV newscast of Feb. 26, 1995, 
directed by Matt Gaffney '96 and 
David Frick '95, won for the News-
cast category, sponsored by CNN 
Newsourc'e. 
• "Broken Families," produced 
by David Muir on 'The News To-
night' newscast of Dec. 11, I 994 
for the News/Sports Report cat-
eg,ory, which was sponsored by 
NACB. 
• "Semesters," vol. 4 episode 
I, produced by Heber Sambucetti 
'95 and Brett Winn '95, won for the 
drama category, sponsored by HBO. 
The station also won an honor-
able mention award in the docu-
mentary category for "The Heroes 
We Grew Up With," a project pro-
duced by Marshall Mattie '95 and 
Tim Tunison '96. 
The documentary category was 
sponsored by the A&E network, 
Only 
$219 
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"Our shows are all 
collaborations so every-
body wins when one 
show wins. " 
- Eloise Greene, manager of 
television operations 
according to information provided 
by Greene. 
Greene said the station is glad to 
be recognized. 
"It· s recognition by an objective 
national judging panel of our work 
as compared with other TV sta-
tions," she said. 
The Ithacan/David Batt 
Javier Dam brought his moving outlet of heavy wool sweaters and other warm clothing to the 
North Foyer on Tuesday, just in time for the frigid conditions of an Ithaca winter. Several 
students ready themselves to bundle up, taking advantage of the convenient clothing. 
"It makes us feel really good to 
be recognized." Increasing awareness Professors 
honored She added the awards belong to everyone who has worked on any 
show for the station. 
"It' sa boost to morale," she said. 
Sexual harassment committee to hold 
fair to educate campus community By Marnie Eisenstadt 
Ithacan News Editor 
"Our shows are all collaborations 
so everybody wins when one show 
wins." 
Gaffney said he is very pleased 
with the newscast award. 
"It feels great. I think it's long 
past due," said Gaffney, who is the 
currently the station's news 
director. 
"It's about time 'The News To-
night' was recognized," he said. 
Tunison said the newscast was 
awarded because its \oca\ coverage 
is not restricted to campus news. 
The station covers the entire Ithaca 
area. 
"Technically [the other schools] 
had us beat," he said. 'The reason 
we won was because of our 
journalism." 
Eleven students from ICTV, 
WICB-FM and VIC radio attended 
the conference along with Greene 
and Christopher Wheatley, radio 
operations manager, according to 
the information. 
,,,, .i.~· ,, 
,, ~~ ,,,, 
By Heather Duncan 
Ithacan Staff 
In the hopes of producing greater 
awareness of an issue that has been 
gaining media attention recently, 
the Sexual Harassment Awareness 
Committee is sponsoring a Sexual 
Harassment Awareness Fair in the 
Emerson Suites from 11 a.m.-2p.m. 
Tuesday. 
Brenda Carlisle, administrative 
secretary for residential life and a 
member of the subcommittee es-
tablished to coordinate the fair, said 
student groups as well as town as-
sociations will have booths and pre-
sentations. 
Also, the Cultural Diversity 
Players will perform skits on sexual 
harassment and door prizes will be 
available. All members of the cam-
pus community are invited to at-
tend, she said. 
Carlisle said groups such as Stu-
dents Against Violence Against 
Women, Created Equal, Ithaca Rape 
Crisis and the Tompkin's County 
Human Rights Commission have 
been invited to distribute informa-
tion and present different perspec-
tives on the issue. 
At the fair, the Sexual Harass-
ment Awareness Committee will 
provide a list of contacL<; on campus 
who volunteered to be used as re-
sources for people who feel they 
have been sexually harassed, she 
said. 
These referrals will be prepared 
to provide support and information 
about what victims can do. 
The Sexual Harassment Aware-
ness Committee was established this 
year to compile and distribute Col-
lege sexual harassment policy lit-
erature and inform victims on cam-
pus about their options, Carlisle 
said. She said the focus of the fair is 
to introduce the committee to the 
College community and to get mo-
mentum started about the issue. 
® 
They worked together, 
lived together and retired to-
gether. 
Professors Mary Ann and 
John Covert, both retired mu-
sic faculty, have over fifty 
years of teaching experience 
between the two of them, and 
musicians from across the 
country will join them in cel-
ebration of the feat on Dec. 2-
3, with performances in vari-
ous genres. 
A highlight of the celebra-
tion will be a horn recital in 
honor of John Covert Dec. 3 
at 2 p.m. in Ford Hall Audito-
rium, according to informa-
tion from the Office of Public 
Information. 
Mary Ann will a.:;sist other 
musicians on the piano and 
John will conduct the grand 
finale. 
,,,, '\ ~,,,," ifl~~,,,, 
~, ,,,, 404 W. State St. PIZZERIA Ithaca, NY 
,,,, G.P. Knoughs Calzones! ® 
Ithaca's biggest Calzones ... Guaranteed! 
Over 14" Long, Only $ 4.75 each! 
I."Gotta Lotta Ricotta"Cheese ® - 13. Seafood -
(Mozurcllo., Rico1ta. Pccor1no Roma.no and Spic.ea) (Crnbmc4!. Shnmp) 
2. Ham - 14. Meatball ParmaLone ® -
(MouarcllA, R1coll..:1:, Pccorino Rom!no .11.nd Spic.ea) (MeA1b&ll1, Tom,,to S&uc.t=) 
3. Veggie - IS. Sausage Parmazbne ®-
(MUJtvoonu. Ohvca, Prppcn. Spinach, Oruoos, Droccoli) (SAUSlli,C, TotN!o Sauce) 
4. Pepperoni - 16. Veal Pannazone ®-
(MOZL11clla, R1co11.a. Pccormo Rorn:uio a:1d Sp1cn) (Ve.al, Tomala Sauce) 
5. Spinach & Cheese - 17. Pestozone -
(Mou.Mella, R1coua. Pa:ormo Rom.aoo 11r.d Spice&) (Sliced Tor.uLOa, Pts:o Sauce) 
6. llroccoli & Cheese - 18. IIBQ Smokezone · 
(Mau.vclla, k1coll:I. Pcc:ormo Romano .and Spice.a) (Gnlled Steak.. Smoked D.vbcquc Sauce, Moz:urclla, RicottA, 
7. Meat - 19. Cordon Uleu. 
(MOZZArcll,1, R1co1L.,,, Promno Romano and Spaces) (L1ucUa, 11.tm. Blue Oiccsc:) 
8. Chicken - 20. Artichoke Zone -
(Mozu.rdl,.. Ricon.s, Pcc:orino RomAllo .and Spice.a) (ArtichokollcMtl) 
9. Eggplant - 21. Philly Zone- •NEW• 
(Mazz.irdla. R.icoua, Pocor100 Romano aod Spices) (GriUcd Steak. Oaio0a. ~. Oicdd.M Oi.cac) 
10. Mixed- 22. BeefN' Cheddar- •NEW• 
(l'rppc,-oo,, SIWU£". l'q,pcn, Mushroom,) (Tender ROUI Bed, aod O>Cddar 0-e.) 
11. Chicken Bleu - 23. Turkey Zone- •NEW• 
thaca's First Pizza and Sub Shop 
Buffalo Style 
Chicken Wings 
Small [6) 
Single [12] 
Double[M) 
Triple [36) 
Big "60" [60) 
Sampler [12) w/3 sauces 
Wing Dmg [100) 
Wing Pack [500) 
$2.08 
$3.70 
$6.70 
$9.70 
$15.00 
$4.50 
$22.50 
$109.50 
Slli!ru 
Mild, Medium, Buzzm', 
•OUCH!, Honey Mus1ard. Garlic, 
Barbecue, Tcriyaki, Golden 
• 111e Fire Dcpanment mandates we tell you 
· that our OUCH! sauce is Ithaca's Hottest! 
FREE DELIVERY 
UNTIL3AM 
Visa & Mastercard Accepted On AH Deliveries 
272-1950 
( Da,beque Chicken. Blue Chmc. Moz=-dla, Sp,cea) (Turk<y, MOZUltlJa O,«sc, Rie<>uaaod Sp,=) Also available: Subs, Salads. Spinach Squares. Porty Pocks. Posto, 
12. Hawaiian - 24. Chick-N-Bacon- •NEW• Jolapeno Poppers, Broccolli Poppers. Gourmet Pizzas.Pizzo Fritte(fried 
(lum. l'iocapple, Mou.vell•, R,co<la) (D.ced Ouc:keo, Bacco. Barb<=< Sauce. Mou.ve!IA Cheese) dough) and Mozzarella Sticks. Onion Rings, Chlcken Fingers, 
Made fresh to order, Any Calzone can be altered to your specifications Pepperoni _Rolls · . · · 
------------~------------- -------------r------------1 Buy one calzone at regular priceand I Buy one calzone at regular priceand I MEDIUM cheese pizza, one I LARGE cheese pizza, one I 
I get the second for $2.50, Just for I get the second for $2.50, Just for I DOZEN Buffalo Style Chicken I DOZEN Buffalo Style Chicken I 
I mentionin(G.P. Knoughs Calzones"1mentioning:'G.P. Knoughs Cal7ines"1 Wings $7.41 I Wings $9.26 I 
when ordenng. _ I when ordenng. I · I I 
I •present with purcbate Expires 12/3119SJ •present wilh purchnsc Expires 12/3tl95J.• muu mention when ordering ex~ 12/31/95 L• must mention when ordering expires 12/31195 1 L------------ ------------- ~-~-------~-- -~----~-----· 
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CAMPUS SAFETY LOG . 
Anyone with any information regard-
ing these entries Is encouraged to 
contact the Office of Campus Safety. 
Unless otherwise specified, all re-
ported incidents remain under inves-
tigation. 
Friday, November 10 -
Thursday, November 23 
Friday, November 10 
• The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to the West Tower for a fire 
alarm. Cause of the alarm was deter-
mined to be a maliciously activated 
pull box on the 9th floor south stair-
well. 
• A student was referred judicially for 
possessing two kegs in a residence 
hall apartment. 
Saturday, November 11 
• Three students were referred judi-
cially for being disruptive within a 
residence hall. 
• A staff member reported damage 
to an exit sign on the secoi:,d floor of 
the East Tower. 
• A student was referred 1ud1c1ally 
after an altercation· in a residence 
hall 
• A staff member reported that a 
smoke detector had been maliciously 
damaged outside of room 131 
Emerson Hall · 
• A staff member reported damage 
to the traffic enforcement vehicle while 
the vehicle was p3rked on campus. 
Damage consisted of a side-view mir-
ror being bent away from the vehicle's 
door frame. 
• A student was transported to the 
Health Center from a residence hall 
for treatment of a hand laceration. 
Sunday, November 12 
• Two students were referred judicially 
after engaging in an altercation outside 
a residence hall area. The students 
were additionally referred for providing 
false information to College officials dur-
ing the investigation of the incident. 
• A student reported damage to a cabi-
net and the theft of a piano bench from 
the Terrace lobby. 
Monday, November 13 
• A staff member was transported to 
Cayuga Medical Center by Bangs Am-
bulance after sustaining a back injury in 
a fall in the Garden Apartment area. 
• Two students were referred judicially 
after attempting to remove food items 
from a dining hall. 
• A student was transported to Cayuga 
Medical Center by Bangs Ambulance 
after suffering a seizure within Hill Cen-
ter 
• A staff member reported a set of keys 
taken from an office located in the Cam-
pus Center on Nov. 1. 
• A student reported receiving harass-
ing/annoying telephone calls on their 
residence hall room phone in addition to 
harassing messages being left on their 
residence hall room door 
• A student reported receiving nU1ner-
ous prank calls on their residence hall 
room phone 
Tuesday,November14 
• A staff member reported finding graf-
fiti on the plastic ceiling covers of the 
south elevator car in the East Tower. 
• A student reported the theft of a 
Northface logo green/black jacket val-
ued at $250 from a room on the 4th floor 
of the West Tower. Theft occurred be-
tween Nol(. 12 and Nov. 13. 
• A student reported the theft of a gym 
bag containing several articles of cloth-
ing from their vehicle while the veliicle 
was parked in Y lot. Value of the clothing 
was estimated at $200. 
• A staff member reported damage to 
the light panel located in the south el-
evator in the West Tower. It is unknown 
when the damage occurred. 
J!1 A student. reported that their room 
window located on the second floor of 
Lyon Hall had been broken. Possible 
cause of the damage may have been a 
snowball fight which occurred in lhe area. 
• A student was transported to the 
Health Center from a residence hall area 
after being struck in the eye with a snow-
ball. 
Wednesday, November 15 
• Damage occurred to residence hall 
windows and screens in two separate 
incidents which were believed to be 
caused by snowballs 
• The Ithaca Fire Department responded 
to the New Science Building for a fire 
alarm Cause of ihe alarm was undeter-
mined 
• A student was referred JUd1c1ally for 
possession of man1uana and drug para-
phernalia 1n a residence hall room after 
an incident occurred on Nov 10 
• A student was transported to the Health 
Center after sustaining an 1n1ury 1n a fall 
near the Campus Center post office. 
• A student was referred Judicially after 
being identified as providing man1uana 
to another student. 
Thursday, November 16 
•A student was transported to the Health 
Center and then to Cayuga Medical Cen-
ter after sustaining a head injury when 
the student fell on ice near Lyon Hall. 
• A staff member reported damage to 
the door located at the East Tower TV 
lounge. It appeared as though the d,oor 
had been kicked from outside the lounge. 
• A staff member reported the theft of 
keys from their Campus Center office. 
• A student reported that their vehicle 
was damaged while the vehicle was 
parked in Slot. It is believed that another 
vehicle caused the damage. 
• A studenl was treated and released 
from Cayuga Medical Center for 1n1uries 
sustained during an assault which oc-
curred in a parking lot on campus. One 
student was referred judicially in con-
nection with the incident. Cnm1nal 
charges are pending 
Friday, November 17 
•The Ithaca Fire Department responded 
to Terrace 1 O for a fire alarm Cause of 
the alarm was determined to be a smoke 
detector activated by some burned food 
• A student ieported that their vehicle 
was struck by an unknown vehicle while 
parked in O lot between s·oo a m and 
5:00 p.m. on November 16 Damage to 
the vehicle cons1sled of a dent 1n the 
driver's door 
• A student reported that a movie poster 
entitled "Reservo1rDogs"was taken from 
the display case located 1n the hallway 
between Phillips Hall and the Campus 
Center 
• The Ithaca Fire Department responded 
to Gannett Center for a reported odor of 
burning paper near the music center. An 
investigation was conducted, how-
ever the source was not located. 
Saturday, November 18 
• A student was referred judicially for 
verbal and physical harassment of 
another student within a re::;idence 
hall. 
• A staff member reported accidental 
property damage lo a pedestrian 
sign located in upper R lot which 
occurred during snow plowing opera-
tions. 
• A staff member reported damage 
to a smoke detector and to a fire 
escape window of two separate Gar-
den Apartments. 
Sunday, November 19 
• A student was referred judicially for 
damaging College property after an 
altercation in a residence hall apart-
ment. 
Monday, November 20 
• Officers assisted the Tompkins 
County Sheriff's Department with the 
arrest of a person involved 1n ,m off-
campus incident 
Ill Officers invest1gatea a car cloor 
accident on Rt 96B. 
Tuesday, November 21 
• Officers 1nvest1gated !he report of 
graff1t1 written within a residence h,ill 
Wednesday, November 22 
a A student reported rece1v1ng ha-
rass1ng/annoy1ng telephone calls at 
their place of student employment 
Thursday, November 23 
• No activity to report 
Cut this ad out and send it home! 
SAGE PRESENTS 
"An Evening of Music and Comedy" ii - - -;1-~Y-;E-;-H-; BES:;-;,APER - - - 7 
OU'LL D HOME ALL SEMESTER ... 
Wednesday, December 6, 1995 
Ithaca College Emerson Suites 
8:00 pm 
Tickets $3 w/lC ID 
Tickets available at : 
IC Egbert Union • Common Ground 
Rebop Records • Borealis Books 
$10 General Admission 
Proceeds~from this show will go 
to AIDS Work of Tompkins County 
Reception following the concert at the Commori"Ground 
Your-Hostess - Miss· Deirdre Rae 
• Chase-Pitkin 
llars 
Just like a meal card, Woollars are 
purchased and stored ,<?n your 
Shoppers Club Card. W Dollars lets 
you buy food, school supplies, 
pharmaceuticals, health & beauty 
products-and everything else you 
need to make living on campus more 
like home! 
I \ Make sure mom & dad know they can 
Add lN Dollars to YOUR Shoppers Club Ca_rd from 
HOME by calling: ~
~ 1-800-848-1555 (8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.) -
·7 I 
Purchase ~Dollars at any Wegmans or Chase-Pitkin store Service 
Desk in any dollar amount. ~Dollars are not red~mable for (.ash. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L------------~---~ 
QUOTE OF 
THE WEEK 
"/ feel very confident 
that [the players] will 
give it their best shot. 
And who knows, we 
could surprise the 
whole country and 
beat this this team. " 
- Janet Grzymkowski, 
volleyball coach 
page 23, column 2 
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Realizing the beast of beauty imagery 
Buying into commercial views of perfection contributes to the development of eating disorders 
Sometimes it all starts with a diet. 
Women may tell themselves: "It won't hurt anything to skip a few 
meals every week, right? Just a few pounds more and I'll be perfecl"-
perfect." 
. But dieti~g can escalate into a battle with an imaginary foe, a battle 
against established standards of beauty that cannot be won. 
. I~ an attempt to achieve the perfect body, millions of women, 
including the two Ithaca College students featured in this week's Ithacan 
article, _"Gaining perspective," suffer from eating disorders such as 
anorexia nervosa and bulimia. 
. . ~owever, these ideals of conventional beauty are not established by 
md1v1dual, but by the companies who are selling us underwear and 
peddling fragrances and makeup. 
Wh_at is ~angero~s about society accepting these images as truth is 
t~at the ideal 1s una~tamable. Magazines paint glossy and colorful 
pictures of underweight models, airbrushed details and computer 
generated features as examples of what is conventionally perfect and 
beautiful. 
Women who starve themselves or engage in obsessive exercise do 
not ne_cessarily look at the cover of Cosmopolitan magazine and 
consciously tell themselves: "I wish I looked like that. I really need to lose 
weight." But the impact of artistically enhanced body parts and models 
with bony frames is dangerous because these pictures invade our 
subconscious, attacking women's confidence and manipulating society's 
~tandard of beauty. Even men are not safe from the influence of unrealis-
tic body images. Around one-eighth of all those afflicted with eating 
disorders are men. , 
It is not important to debate which came first - the people who 
p_roduced the images or the society that desired to see them. But what is 
v1ta_l for ~II of us to comprehend is that the pain and death caused by 
eating disorders has not ended, and neither has the dissemination of 
LETTER 
Staff cuts 
article was 
unfair 
1 strongly object to the characterization of the 
issues presented in the Nov. 16 article titled 
"Employees Traded for Student Enrollment" 
and the accuracy of statements attributed to m~ 
in "Students in Two Schools to Receive More 
Aid." 
First. my understanding of Mr. Leary's stated 
purpo~e in meeting with me was to obtain back-
ground information on the financial aid program 
for next year's freshman class. In that regard, I 
supplied him with a copy of materials recently 
sent to the parents of prospective freshmen. In 
no place in those materials is it stated nor in any 
comments that I made did I intend to imply that 
the majority of the larger packages would go to 
students in Business 
and Humanities and The fine people 
Sciences. Merit and who work here 
need-based aid will and serve the 
be available to stu-
dents in all schools. Sludent.s are not 
Second, to place a commodity nor 
t~e i_ssue of financial are they traded 
aid 11110 cont~xt, ~e for anythi,zo. 
talked about its size 0 
THE ITHACAN'S VIEW 
warped beauty ideals. 
A few years ago the rise of waif models, such as Kate Moss 
elicited intense criticism. But these images continue to permeate' 
newspapers, magazines, television and our subconscious. Now it 
seems those criticisms have ceased. 
How many times does this society need to see a pair of airbrushed 
breasts on a 15-year-old girl to realize that these pictures are harmful? 
How many 9-year-old girls will go on a diet tomorrow because all the 
women in their mommy's magazines are skinny? 
. All cases of anorexia nervosa and bulimia will not disappear if the 
image ~ake_rs ch_ange their tune. But we must continue to acknowledge 
that society 1s being sold deadly images. 
Women do not haye to stop being interested in looking good, but 
they need not be passive slaves to what the image makers at Calvin 
Klein or the edito~s at Cosmo pump out every week. People are free to 
buy these magazines, but they should also be aware that is only a 
fantasy. 
. The reality is that while one Ithaca College student is casually 
looking at that magazine, another is starving herself for a week. Or 
~aybe ~~other young woman is purchasing a Wonderbra while another 
1s exercising until nothing is left but the skin stretched across her 
~ones. ~ha! is why awareness of the destructive force of body imaging 
m Am~nca 1s so incredi?IY important. One should not expect the 
modeling and ad agencies to alter current beauty images - enlighten-
ment about what is realistic and what is true to nature must come from 
within ourselves. 
Lauren Stanforth 
Editorial Page Editor 
in relation to other areas of the budget and the 
role it serves durmg a period when fewer stu-
dents are able to attend the College. Fewer 
students means the College has less revenue 
while trying to help more of those who do attend 
with additional financial aid increases expendi-
tures. It is a delicate balance that requires all 
areas of the budget be examined for possible 
savings. Because employee compensation com-
prises s_uch a large proportion of the College's 
expenditures, and because, at least in some ar-
eas, fewer students means less demand for some 
services, the College by necessity is going 
through a restructuring of its personnel base. 
Fortunately, about half of the position reduc-
tions have been accomplished by attrition, but 
the fact remains real people have lost their jobs; 
people with families and bills to pay. Your 
headline "Employees Traded for Student En-
rollment" was demeaning and insensitive to all 
College employees. The fine people who work 
here a·nd serve the students are not a commodity 
nor are they traded for anything. 
TELL IT LIKE IT IS 
Carl Sgrecci 
Vice President and Treasurer 
Or at least the way you see it in a Commentary for 
The Ithacan. Call 27 4-3207 for more info. 
1:1te ITHACAN 
Tlr,N,..,,.,,,.,,, FnrTIII~ hAaco Call,x, c..._.n 
2tJ9 Pak Hoa• TelePhone 274-3207 •Fm 274-1565 
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THE ITHACAN INQUIRER 
''What did you not accomplish over Thanksgiving Break that you meant to do?" 
Chris Bache 
Television/Radio '96 
"I didn't accomplish watching the 
Dallas Cowboys lose." 
• 'Kt,rr, 
}i.~::·.··_ 
i,~t~~~ 
Sephra Albert 
· Exploratory '99 
u I didn't get to see the one I truly love, 
only the counterpart." 
Elizabeth Daw 
Psychology '97 
u1 didn't accomplish two papers that 
are due really soon and I didn't get 
enough sleep." · 
Steve Wilson 
Vocal Performance '97 
"I didn't feed the orangutans at the 
zoo." 
BEi IIER THAN fi 
LE 11 ER HOME ••• 
A subscription to The 
Ithacan is the 
pert ect way to let 
parents and friends 
know what's 
happening around 
campus. So send a 
subscription now to 
parents or out-of-town 
friends.Only $25 per 
semester, $43 per year 
.The ITHACAN 
The Newspaper For The llhaca College Community 
~.u~.,,-~ 
269 Park Hall• Telephone 274-3207 • Fax 274-1565 
Kara Roth 
English '98 
"I didn't accomplish eating a tradi-
tional turkey dinner because my fam-
ily insisted on lobster." 
Lori Buffing 
Television/Radio'98 
"Finishing my Christmas shopping." 
Matthew 
Cammiskey 
Health/ Physical Education '96 
"I didn't go skiing and I didn't get to 
see all my friends." 
James Kastner 
Corporate Communication '98 
"What Pittsburgh Brewing really has 
to offer." 
Photos by Zoya Herrnsteen 
ou are 
• The Ithaca College Board of Student Publications 
will meet at 7:30 p.m. Monday, Dec. 4, 1995, to 
interview candidates who have applied to be 
editor in chief of The Ithacan for 1996. 
• The Board includes student, faculty, staff and 
administration representatives, but your 
participation is encouraged. The public will be 
invited to ask questions of the candidates. 
• Following the candidate interviews, the Board 
also will be available to hear questions and 
concerns from any member of the College 
community. 
Make yourself heard 
7:30p.m. 
Monday, Dec. 4, 1995 
North Meeting Room, Campus Center 
Questions? Contact Michael Serino, 
Manager of Student Publications, at 274-1036. 
:., 
,, 
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In the Pub/Coffeehouse 
Friday, December 1 
9 p.m .. 
The Blues 
·Tonight! 
I 
- ected Hilar 
IMPROV COMEDY 
9 p.m. 
Thursday, November 30 
Acc:ent 
Eight million people suffer from 
anorexia, bulimia or compulsive 
overeating, according to the National 
Association of Anorexia Nervosa and 
Associated Eating Disorders. Seven 
million of those victims are women. 
According to the American Anorexia 
and Bulimia Association, 150,000 
Americans die each year from 
anorexia. 
By Christina Tormey 
Ithacan Staff 
T wo Ithaca College students chose to share their stories of starvation, bingeing, ob-
sessive exercising and self-mutila-
tion to help others understand the 
serious nature of an eating 
disorder. Both are now in recovery, 
but each and every day they face 
the overpowering feelings that led 
them to their unhealthy relation-
ship with food. 
: Tanya and Sherylanne want 
pepple to realize that an eating dis-
oriler is not just a diet that gets out 
of hand. It is lack of self-confi-
dence, it is the struggle to achieve 
pei-fectionism and it is years of 
thinking that you don't deserve the 
food. 
Tanya's Story 
As a child, Tanya Dommel '97 
was forced to eat hot peppers if she 
didn't finish everything on,her plate. 
After her mother's death, 7-year-
o'fcl Tanya took over the cooking, 
cleaning, laundry and other house-
hold chores. Few would believe 
hbw harshly her childhood experi-
ences would af-
fect her. 
Tanyawa<;al-
ways very active 
and counted 
calories, like 
most teenaged 
girls, but when 
she started 10th 
grade, her health 
habit<; got out of 
hand. 
but any weight loss was hard to see 
because she has always had an ath-
letic build. During her illness, her 
weight ranged from I 09 pounds to 
150 pounds. 
· "I was always upset because I 
wanted to look anorexic. I Janted 
to look so deathly ill, but Icouldn 't," 
she said. 
In 12th grade she gave up laxa-
tives for obsessive exercise, but 
continued to have diarrhea. 
In her first year at Ithaca Col-
lege, Tanya gained some weight. 
She -was eating a Jot and all her 
clothes seemed tight. She saw a 
· nutritionistfor a diet plan to lose the 
weight, but in addition to following 
the diet, she began to work m~t three 
hours a day. -, 
By her sophomore year, she was 
out of control. Tanya was back to 
the size she was as an incoming 
freshman, she was involved in 14 
extracurricular activities, she was 
enrolled in IO classes and she still 
worked out three hours a day. Ev-
ery night she'd stand in front of her 
mirror trying on clothes and exam-
ining her body. 
"[I would) pinch every single 
area [on my body) where I saw fat 
and suck in my 
stomach or do 
whatever to re-
move it," 
Tanya remem-
bers. 
Finally, she 
sought help. 
- "I went to the 
health center 
and. said, 'I 
think I have a 
problem-but 
I don't think 
it's that bad,"' 
she said. 
Tanya was 
referred to the 
Elmira Nutri-
tion Clinic run 
She began to 
diet. She started 
by. restricting 
calories. One 
week she con-
sumed 2,000 
calories a day; 
the next week, 
l,800,andsoon, 
until she was 
only consuming 
"I think I had hit my 
bottom. I was suicidal 
-I was a wreck. I'd cry 
at anything. I hated my 
body. I knew there was a 
problem when I sat at 
the table [for meals] 
with my fist shoved in 
my stomach to push 
everything in. People 
started getting worried 
because all / did was 
talk about how fat I was 
or how ugly I thought I 
was." by Carolyn 
-Tanya Dommel '97 Hodges, a nu-
800 calories a day. Eventually, she 
had also restricted her daily fat in-
take to five grams of unsaturated 
fat. 
By I 1th grade, Tanya was rak-
ing laxatives to get rid of the food 
she had eaten. However, the only 
food she consumed was a cup of 
yogurt or a roll and a piece of fruit 
a day. 
"When lhadurograms{offat], 
I was psyched," she recalls. 
Tanya hid her weight fluctua-
tions by wearing baggy clothing, 
tritionist at 
Hammond Health Center, and be-
gan to get treatment for the eating 
disorder.However, she experienced. 
a downfall. 
During the spring, Tanya suf-
fered from massive depression and 
stopped eating fo, three weeks. She 
knew she had to get more. help. 
"Something clicked," she said. 
"I think I had hit my bottom. I was 
suicidal -1 was a wreck. I'd cry at 
anything. I hated my body. I knew 
there was a problem when 1 sat at 
See ACCOUNTS, page 16 
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Warning signs help i~ diagnosing 
By Bridget Kelly 
Ithacan News Editor 
F or many people, the issue ?f eating disorders turns up m made-for-TV movies or 
magazine articles from time to time 
and is rarely otherwise thought 
about. But chances are, eating dis-
orders strike closer to home than 
many realize. 
In fact, one in three college fe-
males struggles with some form of 
eating disorder, said Carolyn 
Hodges, a registered dietician who 
works one day a week at Ithaca 
College. 
However, at any given time, only 
20 to 25 students are in treatment at 
the College for any one of three 
eating disorders, Hodges said. 
The three distinct disorders gen-
erally defined by nutritionists are: 
anorexia nervosa, bulimia and com-
pulsive overeating. 
Anorexia nervosa is the intense 
fear of being overweight which does 
not diminish when weight is lost, 
Hodges said. She added that the 
disorder often includes the refusal 
to maintain the minimum weight 
required for a specific height. 
Hodges said anorexia begins 
when a person starts to diet to lose 
Campus and local groups 
provide disorder treatment 
By Bridget Kelly 
Ithacan News Editor 
or those students on cam-F pus who are struggling with eating disorders, 
there are local outlets for help. 
One is the local treatment pro-
gram on campus, which operates 
out of the Hammond Health 
Center. 
Carolyn Hodges, Ithaca 
College's registered dietician, 
said the program involves both 
physical and psychological coun-
seling. "It is a multidisciplinary 
treatment," she said. The pro-
gram includes a physician, a di-
etician, an exercise therapist and 
a psychotherapist. 
weight. Often the dieter will cut out 
all fat and will continue by exclud-
ing sweets, some carbohydrates and 
proteins, Hodges said. 
The disorder is characterized by 
constant thoughts which Hodges 
calls"~inthehead."~ese 
GETTING 
HELP 
• Carolyn Hodges, located 
in the Hammond Health 
Center, 274-3177 
• ANAD, (708) 831-3438 
• WISHES meets Tues-
days and Thursdays at 
12:05 p.m. in Smiddy 112 
The patients typically meet 
weekly with the psychotherapist 
and dietician and monthly with 
the physician, Hodges said. The 
program also offers a support 
group once the patient is ready 
for that stage of treatment, she 
See HELP, page 17 
thoughts go back and forth between 
such ideas as what to eat, how much 
to eat, and how many grams of fat a 
particular food contains. 
Anorexics often will only eat 
foods for which they are certain of 
~ TRAITS, page 17 
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Classic production offers modern twist 
By Jayson-Debora 
Hinderliter 
Assistant Accent Editor 
Jusllce, revenge, murder and the 
ever-present paparazzi - sounds 
hke another day al the OJ. Simpson 
trial. 
But at Ithaca College, this may-
hem will be not be in Lance ho's 
courtroom. "Agamemnon," the 
classic Greek drama ofmun.ler mid 
revenge, will be presented Dec. 1-2 
111 the foyer of t.11c Hoerner Theater 
m Dillinghmn Center for the Per-
fonning Arts. 
The production tells the tragic 
talc of Agmncmnon, who sacrifices 
his daughter in order to please t11c 
gods of war. His wife,Clytemnestra,-
"The show has direct corollaries to what we see in 
the news today, such as 0.1. Simpson. It is about 
what justice is and means and what revenge 
means. 
,, 
waits 10 years for her husband's 
return from war to seek revenge for 
her daughter's murder, explained 
Ken WyJmm '96, the show's direc-
tor. 
The issues surrounding tl1e O.J. 
Simpson trial created :m immediate 
need to produce "Ag:unemnon," 
Wym:m said. 
"TI1c show has direct corollaries 
to what we sec in the news today, 
-Ken Wyman '96 
"Agamemnon" director 
such as OJ. Simpson. It is about 
what justice is and means and what 
revengemcans,"Wymm1said. "The 
play is not is about OJ Simpson, but 
tl represcnL<; some of the issues. 
W c · re highlighting points that have 
relevancy today, bringing t.l1cm 
home." 
Wit.11in the context of the classi-
cal text, Wym,m used staging and 
movement techniques, as well as 
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cutting from the original work to 
create a production focusing on re-
venge, murder and justice. 
Because of the current "mcdia-
happy" climate and the treatment of 
justice in our society, Wyman said 
he decided "Agamemnon" should 
be presented at Ithaca College now. 
"I felt it was important to put on 
the play now, and not wait for the 
easy lime," Wyman said, referring 
to wailing until he had graduated 
from school. 
"Murder and t.11e terrible t.11ings 
we sec today arc real, they happen 
to real people and just because we 
change the channel or the news-
caster moves on to t.11e next horrible 
thing doesn't make it less real," 
Wyman said. 
However, producing the show 
presents many challenges to 
Wyman and the cast and crew of the 
show. 
"Agamemnon" is not officially 
a part of the Ithaca College Theater 
season. It will be presented as a 
special performance. However, the-
ater space was not available, so the 
show will not be performed in a 
t.11eatcr, but in the foyer area of 
Dillingham Center. 
"I welcome all t.11e challenges. Ir 
we manage to affect one person 
with the show, that is enough for 
me, and [the challenges] will be 
worth it," Wyman said. 
Perfonnanccs of" Agamemnon·· 
will take place on Saturday at 6pm, 
Sunday al 7pm mld Monday at 8pm. 
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Challenging homophobia 
with laughter and harmony 
Duo to address 
gay, bisexual 
and lesbian 
issues in show 
By Jayson-Debora 
Hinderliter 
Assistant Accent Editor 
Gay arLisL'> Romanovsky and 
Phillips, a musical comedy duo, 
will bring t11eir talents Lo Emerson 
Suites on Wednesday, Dec. 6. 
Sex and Gender Educators 
(SAGE), a consortium of groups on 
campus who educate the campus 
about sex and gender issues,as well 
as other campus organizations are 
sponsoring t11e performance. 
Romanovsky and Phillips' per-
fonnancc will bring botll education 
and entertainment to the campus, 
said Robert Heasley, assistant pro-
fessor of sociology and SAGE's 
adviser. 
"We will all, botll gay and 
straight, lcx.1k tllrough t11e lens and 
sec gay life. Their performance is 
fun, uplifting and touches your 
heart," he said. 
Heasley hopes t11e performance 
will force people to examine their 
own beliefs." The performance 
makes people challenge their own 
homophobia. [It] shows !that] gay 
people arc just people. It puL'> gay 
issues into a more hu_man context.," 
Hcasely said. 
But U1e show is not only for 
gays, lesbians and bisexuals, 
Heasley explained. 
"Wherever t11ey go they arc 
popular. They transcend tlle gay 
and straight issues. They make it 
inviting for t11c audience," he said. 
1l1e performance will be one of 
the major performances dealing 
only witl1 gay, bisexual and lesbian 
Photo courtesy of Irene Young 
Romanovsky and Phillips, a musical comedy duo, will pi!rform a 
show dealing with gay, bisexual and lesbian issues on Dec. 6. 
"We will all, both gay and straight, look through 
the lens and see gay life. Their performance is fun, 
uplifting and touches your heart. " 
- Robert Heasley, SAGE's advisor 
issues on tlle campus this year, 
Heasley said. 
Material from the duo's latest 
album, "Let's Flaunt It!" will be 
included in the performance. 
Romanovsky and Phillips will per-
form at 8 p.m. on Dec. 6, in tlle 
Emerson Suites. Tickets are $3 for 
Ithaca College community mem-
bers and$ IO for tlle general public. 
Proceeds from the event will ben-
efit AIDSwork. 
Crew Ineillbers row for a cause 
Team pulls to raise money for American Heart Association 
Kelly Burdick 
Ithacan Staff 
"We are pulling hard for a good 
cause," said Pam Hasse '96, amem-
beroftl1e lt11aca Varsity crew team. 
Students from tlle Ithaca Col-
lege crew team will be rowing for 
somet11ing more tllan exercise on 
Friday, Dec. 8111. 
1l1cy will be pulling on the Con-
cept2Ergometer, an advanced row-
ing machine, for t11e 5th Annual IC 
crew and American Heart Associa-
tion Erg-A-Thon. 
TcaII! members will be rowing 
at Lhe Campus Center from 9am to 
5pm, in Center Ithaca from I lam to 
6pm :md at Pyramid Mall from 12 
p.m: to 7 p.m. 
"Rowing is a great exercise for 
the heart, and the Heart Association 
always needs donations. So it's a 
good match," said Dan Robinson, 
head coach for t11e Ith_aca crew team. 
StudenL'> and staff can donate 
directly LO any crew member and 
"Rowing is a great 
exercise for the heart, 
and the Heart Associa-
tion always needs dona-
tions. So its a good 
match." 
-Dan Robinson, 
crew team head coach 
tables will be set up next week in 
the Campus Center for anyone to 
stop by and donate. Donations will 
also be accepted tlle day of the 
event at any of the three locations. 
"Lasl year tlle people at the 
American Heart Association were 
very graleful for all of the money 
that we raised," Carlos Perez '96, a 
varsity rower, said. 
The Erg-A-Thon is also a way 
for the crew team to recruit stu-
dents. 
- Anyone is welcome to sign up 
and row to raise money and sec 
what rowing is like. 
ROWING FOR A 
HEALTHY LIFE 
• What: 5th annual crew team 
and American Heart Assocation 
Erg-A-Thon 
• When: Friday, Dec. 8 
• Where: Campus Center 
• Time: 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. 
"It is a good way lo get the 
campus involved and to tell people 
what is going on with the Heart 
Association and the crew team," 
said Matt Kinsey '96, a varsily 
member who has participated for 
four years in the Erg-A-Thon. 
Shamir Einhorn '96, a varsity 
rower who raised $800 last year, 
plans on doing tlle same t11is year. 
"I don't ask for a big donation. I 
think that it is important for every-
one at the school LO donate just a 
'dollar. It's a good cause," he said. 
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lhe table [for meals] with my fist shoved in 
my stomach to push everything in. People 
started getting worried because all I did was 
talk about how fat I was or how ugly I U1ought 
lwa<;. 
"I lived in a single and was sneaking food 
m my room. I'd put 'Tanya· s out' on my door 
and sit on lhe floor behind my desk sneaking 
food," she explained. 
TI1e disease was taking it's toll on her 
ho<ly. The years of diarrhea, hingcing, st.arv-
mg and excessive exercise were wearing her 
out. She began to experience excessive fa-
tigue and got sick a lot. 
She went in-patient for lhree weeks at the 
Elmira Nutrition Clinic mid has since made 
,m rnnaLing recovery. 
"Now basically I let myself cat whatever· 
I want. The lhing that's different is it's not 
had 1f I cat potato chips. Nonna! people cat 
potato chips. I'm allowing myself to cat things 
!hat I've restricted for so long. I'm rcaJizing 
Uiat a healthy diet consists of 1,800, 2,000, 
even 2,400 calorics, especially if you· re re-
ally active," Tanya said. 'Tm a completely 
different person." 
Sherylanne's Story 
At the age of 5, Sherylannc Branning '95 
went on a diet. Like most children her age, 
Shcrylannc still had her baby fat. Also, like 
most children, she was known to play outside 
for hours, sometimes getting in trouble for 
not wmlling to come back in after hours of 
riding her bike or climbing trees. 
But Shcrylannc's pediatrition said she 
needed to lose weight. A nurse told her she 
couldn' teat any more sweets and would have 
to give up bologna sandwiches. From then 
on, Sherylannc's lunch would consist of a 
piece of fruit and a peanut butter and jelly 
sandwich wilh only a thin layer of peanut 
bu\lcr, she said. 
When she was 6 or 7 years old, tired of the 
The following is an excerpt from Tanya's Journal . 
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teasing and taunting from her peers, 
Shcrylanne stayed home from school for a 
week and a half wiili "a stomachache." 
"I thought iliat by staying home for a week 
or so and eating just loast and tea, I could lose 
weight," she said. 
Throughout childhood and into her teen-
age years, Sherylannc never ate a lot when 
olhcr people would be around. However, 
when she was alone, she would binge. 
But during her sophomore year in high 
school, Shcrylanne decided lo chm1gc her 
habits. She began by cutting calorics and 
doing aerobics every day, but soon progressed 
to drinking only water and dirtying dishes to 
pretend she ate. After coming home late at 
night from school and work, she would tell 
her parents she ate al work. Her parents had 
no idea she was starving herself, she said. · 
"Everyone lhoughl it was my time to gel 
rid of my baby fat," Sherylanne said." At first 
I was good. I lost 30 to 40 pounds within the 
first four to six monilis." 
She eventually lost between 75 and 80 
pounds and was down to a size seven within 
nine months. Finally, her family noticed. 
Her sister realized Sherylanne was weigh-
ing herself and exercising obsessively and 
told their moilicr. Sherylanne returned to her 
pediatrician who told her only to eat right. 
Shcrylannc started eating again, but she 
kept track of every fat gram and continued to 
work out daily. Her first semester at Ithaca 
College, she gained weight, but lost it all 
second semester when she started obses-
sively exercising again. 
.. I think a lot of it is, when I don· t feel like 
I'm in control of my life, I know I can always 
"take control over my body. Originally, I 
never thought l could control my body. It 
,, 
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"J'mfinally realizing that I 
am beautiful both inside and 
out." 
-Sherylanne Branning '95 
wasn't really my body, it was society's lhing 
to make fWl of," slie reflected. 
Pressures from school and with various 
relationships during her junior year moti-
vated her to regain control of her life again -
through control of her body. 
Finally, one of her friends noticed 
Shcrylannc needed more help. This friend 
was also recovering from an eating disorder 
and realized that Sherylanne's habits indi-
cated that she, too, was afflicted with ilie 
disorder . 
Sherylanne finally decided to gel treat-
ment after hearing her friend repeatedly tell 
her she had a problem and after rea1izing lhe 
disorder was taking control of her life. 
"I couldn 'tconccntrate. I couldn 'texpress 
myself or my ·music anymore. I could not 
focus and had bad cases of insomnia, because 
all these thoughts were going around in my 
head," she said. 
Now Sherylanne is rapidly improving, 
although it hasn't been easy. Some of lhc 
habits she has developed over the years have 
been hard to let go, she said. 
"I still cat a lot of apples, because I know 
they are a fat emulsifier, and I can't go more 
. than two or three days without exercising. I 
can feel it. I feel as if I am enlarging," she 
said. 
Despite lhe rough spots, Sherylannc' s days 
are getting smoother. 
'Tm finally realizing iliat I am beautiful 
both inside and out," Sherylanne said, smil-
ing. "I've learned !hat it's okay to cry, be-
cause ... every tear !hat you don't cry is a rip 
from your heart and I don't want a ripped 
heart" 
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the number of calorics and grams of fat., 
Hodges said. If they do eat fat., they are 
preoccupied with how they will compensate 
for it or how they will get rid of it, she said. 
The characteristics most commonly at-
tributed to anorexia nervosa are the desire for 
power ·and control over the body, Hodges 
said. I tis often difficulttoconvinceanorexics 
that they have a problem, she added. 
Unlike anorexics, patients with bulimia 
are often aware of their disorders, Hodges 
said. This is because bulimia is characterized 
by self-induced vomiting, laxatives, diuret-
ics and compulsive exercise, she explained, 
noting most people realize that vomiting af-
ter a meal is not a nonnal behavior. Bulimics 
with exercise disorders are often unaware of 
- their problems, however. 
Their exercise regimen docs not necessar-
ily have to be excessive to be considered 
compulsive. With the exercise disorders it is 
not always the exercise iL<;elf that is unusual, 
but the mentality behind it., Hodges said. She 
explained those people who can not -take a 
day off or who obsess about their routines arc 
considered compulsive exercisers. 
Bulimics often obsess about getting rid of 
all emotional feelings, Hodges said. They 
usually experience a great deal of emotional 
pain and believe purging themselves is the 
best way to rid themselves of it., she added. 
Compulsive eating is often harder to de-
fine than the other two disorders, Hodges 
said. 
HELP 
"The compulsive overeater cat<; in con-
junction with a distracted activity," she said. 
These types ,of activities include watching 
television and studying. 
Compulsive eaters use food to suppress 
feelings in an attempt to feel numb, Hodges 
explained. "[Compulsive eating] truly allows 
you to push down any emotion," she said. 
Pronle or an eating disorder patient 
Certain personality types arc more at risk 
of eating disorders than others, Hodges said. 
People who are sensitive, perfectionists and 
high achievers tend to be more susceptible to 
disorders than others. It is often the person 
everyone goes to for advice that has the 
problem, she said. 
They are people who put up a wall and 
appear to feel no emotion, she explained. 
"However, they hurt and feel more than people 
realize," she added. 
People affected by eating disorders are 
often known as chameleons because they ecm 
walk into a room and assess· what type of 
person to be based on the situation. Hodges 
said. 
She explained tl1ey are often also the "bal-
ancers" in the family, or those who attempt to 
avoid conflict 
Short- and long-term effect-; 
As with any disorder, the physical effects 
vary from person to person. 
A number of symptoms are common 
among eating disorder patients, according to 
RED FLAGS 
Anorexia Nervosa 
• Deliberate self-starvation with weight 
loss 
• Intense, persistent fear of gaining 
weight 
• Refusal to eat, except for tiny portions 
• Continuous dieting 
• Denial of hunger 
• Compulsive exercise 
• Excessive facial/ body hair 
• Distorted body image 
• Sensitivity to cold 
• Absent or irregular menstruation 
• Hair loss 
information provided by The National Asso-
ciation of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated 
Disorders. For example, patients struggling 
with anorexia nervosa can experience de-
pression, abnormal weight loss, hair loss ,md 
irregular menstruation. 
Those struggling with bulimia may expe-
rience swollen salivary glands, frequent cavi-
ties and erosion of tl1e enamel or broken 
blood vessels in the eyes, according to tl1e 
information. 
Both disorders have immediate psycho-
logical consequences as well. Some examples 
arc mood swings, low self-esteem, withdrawal 
and perfectionism. according to Ille infonna-
tion. 
Many of the most serious effects of eating 
disorders, however, are long term. 
The Ithacan 17 
Bulimia 
• Preoccupation with food 
• Binge eating, usually in secret 
• Vomiting after bingeing 
-. Abuse of laxatives, diuretics or diet 
pills 
• Compulsive exercising 
• Swollen glands 
• Broken blood vessels in the eyes 
*Information was provided by the 
National Association of Anorexia 
Nervosa and Associated Disorders_ 
One rcsull is tl1at tl1e disorder puL<; severe 
strain on the heart and other orgm1s to the 
point of actually aging them. Hodges said. 
"An eating disorder is :m accelerated aging 
process," she said. 
In some cases this excess strain leads to 
complicauons later in life. Those who die of 
the disorders usually die of complications 
such as disruption of kidney service, destruc-
tion of organs or heart arrythmia, said June 
Treacy, counselor at tl1e National Associa-
tion of Anorexia Ncrvosa and Associated 
Disorders. 
Treacy said six percent of serious cases 
arc fatal. "Not six percent of all people who 
have [eating disorders], but people who have 
to be hospitalized and have lost 20 percent of 
their body weight," she explained. 
Continued from page 13 
said. Anyone who feels they need 
help should contact Ille Hammond 
Healtll Center, Hodges said 
Even so, treatment is different 
for everyone, Hodges explained. 
"The treatment program truly var-
ies 00 bow serious the eating disor-
der is," she said. The duration usu-
ally runs about one year with 
monthly follow-up appointments 
after that time, she explained. 
Hodges said 50 percent of pa-
tienL<; arc hospitalired. "What I use 
hospitalization for ideally is to 
shorten the lengtll of time of treat-
ment,"· she said. Generally, how-
ever, they arc treated in the Health 
Center, "unless outpatient [treat-
ment] is not safe," she said. 
One oilier resource on campus is 
an organization called WISHES for 
Women's Issues, Self-Help, Edu-
cation and Support. 
The group provides a support 
group and an educational compo-
nent which visits classes to discuss 
healthy eating and exercise. 
WISHES meets Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at 12:05 in Smiddy I I 2. 
TAU 
KAPPA 
EPSILON 
Presents 
O'CONNOR'S8 
#Night 
every other Friday night 
Now Open: The Paddock right 
next to O'Conn9r's, featuring 
Ii ve Blues Bands Saturday Nights 
ITHACA COLLEGE BOOKSTORE'S 
STUDENT APPRECIATION NIGHT!! 
Monday, December 4, 1995 
5:00 - 8:00 P.M. 
10% off ALL Bookstore Purchases!!! 
Door Prizes and 
Unadvertised Specials 
all Evening 
BE SURE TO REGISTER TO WIN* 
First Prize - $50 Gift Certificate 
Second Prize - Giant Teddy Bear 
Third Prize - SNAP.PLES Sweatshirt 
* Must be a registered student to enter 
• .- ' • ' ' ..... __ .,,,,~ •• , .. -· ..... ;. - -u,..._ ......... -~ .. ., ~ ' • 
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Disappearing artists 
A Day Without Art honors AIDS afflicted performers 
By Lauren Bishop 
Ithacan Staff 
Consider this a warning: on Dec. 
I, much of the artwork you take for 
granted seeing in the dining halls 
and offices of Ithaca College may 
be obscured by plain white sheets. 
To encourage participation in 
the internauonally-recognized A 
Day Witlmul Art, the IUrnca Col-
lege Chapter of national perfonn-
mg arts frntcmity Kappa Gmnma 
Psi and four otJier campus organi-
1.ationsdistributcd memos last week 
to Ithaca College administration, 
faculty. staff, dining services, clubs 
,md orgmiizations at Ithaca College 
urging tliem to cover up all publicly 
displayed artwork. 
Occurring on the same day a<; 
World AIDS Day, A Day Without 
Art is dedicated to commemorating 
arusts, composers, writers and per-
fonncrs who have died from AIDS. 
"We're hoping that by blocking 
out IJ1e art across the IC campus, it 
will give people an idea of how 
empty our lives would be without 
art." said Dave Cameron '96, vice-
president of ti1e Iota Chapter of 
Kappa Gmnma Psi. 
A Day Without Art, also sup-
(X)rted by Created Equal, the Stu-
dent Activities Board, the Student 
Government Associauon and the 
lnterfratemity Council, is a purely 
"We 're hoping that by blocking out the art across 
the IC campus, it will give people an idea of how 
empty our lives would be without art." 
-Dave Cameron '96, 
vice-president of the Iota Chapter 
of Kappa Gamma Psi 
voluntary effort, Cmncron said. He 
hopes the offices will coordinate 
mnong themselves ai1d all partici-
pate. The offices can also tum off 
any publicly broadcasted music 10 
expencnce what it's like without 
this oti1er art fonn. 
Ithaca College's Hm1dwerkcr 
Gallery will also participate in A 
Day Witi1out Art for ti1e first time, 
said gallery director Thomas 
Somma. 
"We're gomg to be draping 
(clo1J1( in some fashion over some 
of the paintings in the gallery," 
Somma said. "Participation is im-
portant for awareness for everyone, 
not JUSL an art gallery." 
A Day Wil11out Art coincides 
with WorldAIDSDay.But,Kappa 
Gamma P~i member Michelle 
McQuade '95 explained tl1at this 
was not accidental. 
"Commemorating IJ1em together 
gives another m1glc to the issue, 
anoti1er way to illustrate the disease 
to the world," McQuadc said. 
The Johnson Art Museum at 
Cornell will not be participating in 
A Day Without Art, but Ulcy will 
offer several special exhibits in 
honor of World AIDS Day, said 
Sarah Benson, publicity coordina-
tor for ti1e museum. 
The Mariposa collection featur-
ing portraiL<;of prominent figures in 
tl1e gay rights movement will be on 
exhibit, a press release read. 
The museum will also incorpo-
rate the day_into thcirrcgularexhib-
iL-; ... A series of special labels, noted 
with a red ribbon, will highlight 
works from visiting exhibitions and 
the pcnnancnt collection, pointing 
out ti1e complexities of t11e AIDS, " 
tl1e press release continued. 
To further recognize World 
AIDS Day, members of pcrf onnacc-
b,L-;cd fraternities on Lhe lt11aca Col-
lege Campm will wear black, 
Cameron added. The gay, bisexual, 
lesbian and supporters group, Cre-
ated Equal, will have an infonna-
lional table set up in the Campus 
Center, along with an HIV educa-
tion table. 
November 30, 1995 
Lighting a c_andle for 
the fight against AIDS 
Vigil will reflect on shared rights, shared 
responsibility, joys and losses from disease 
By Jayson-Debora 
Hinderliter 
Assistant Accent Editor 
Celebrations of joy and hope 
characterize the holiday season 
for many people. But as the sea-
son begins, AIDSwork of 
Tompkins County is asking 
members of the community to 
join together in a different kind 
of celebration. 
AIDSwork will sponsor a 
candlelight vigil in honor of 
World AIDS Day at 5:30 p.m. 
on Dec. l, at the Ithaca Com-
mons' Center Pavilion. 
"The vigil will cclcbrnte tiie 
hopes and joys as well as reflect-
ing on our losses and the oppor-
tunity to re-energize and re-com-
mit to the fight against AIDS 
and HIV," explained George 
Ferrari, executive director of 
AlDSwork. 
The vigil is a tradition jn the 
ILhacaarea. Itis a time for Ithaca 
residents to see the local impact 
of the AIDS virus. 
"This year's vigil will be lied 
into U1e theme 'shared right<;, 
shared responsibility.' It is a time 
to gather together and see how 
all of our rights are intercon-
nected," Ferrari said. 
The vigil will feature a vari-
ety of speakers, including 
AIDSwork members and com-
munity leaders. 
·'The speakers will share tl1cir 
experiences with AIDS and HIV 
and share their hope for the fu-
ture," he said. 
Ferrari hopes the vigil will 
bring an awareness not only of 
HIV and AIDS but also of what 
local residents can do to help in 
the fight against the disease. 
"It gives the opportunity for 
people to be aware of how they 
can contribute. A lot of people 
see AIDS as this huge over-
whelming problem that ti1ey c,m-
nol help with. 1l1is gives people 
an idea of what their skills can 
contribute," Ferrari said. 
The vigil will be followed by 
a service of hope and remem-
brance in Clinton Hall in down-
town IUiaca. The seivicc will be 
a time to look forward in the fight 
against AIDS as well as a time 
for reflection on losses due to ti1e 
disea-,c, Ferrari said. 
AIDSworkencouragcsevcry-
one to attend. 
Music group joins together singers of all ages 
Intergenerational choir combines the musical talent of Ithacare residents and Ithaca College students 
Meaghan Ellingwood 
Ithacan Staff 
Almedia Culpepper has been 
~111g111g fi.)r a very long time. 
Culpepper, who is celebrating 
her 100111 year of life, is one of the 
mm1y participants to be performing 
in the llnrd mmual Intergenerational 
Choir Fall Concert next week. 
Residents of IU1acare, a local 
senior livmg center, along with vol-
unLccr students from Ithaca Col-
lege, will come together to pcrfonn 
,L\ a choir on Wednesday, Dccem-
hcr 6. 
1l1e group will be led by IU1aca 
College music lecturer Nancy 
>_ 
"I think they are wonderful. We all do. The stu-
dents are so kind to us. They come in every day 
and give us hugs. It makes me feel real good." 
-Ruth Newmall, 
Ithacare resident and 
Intergenerational Choir member 
Tittclbaugh-Riley. 
The concert will take place in 
the lthacarc audiLOrium at 7:30 p.m. 
"1l1ey have been prncticing ev-
ery Wednesday for the past three 
months," said Megan Weston, di-
rector of recreation and volunteer 
coordinator at Ithacare. 
"They arc ready for tl1cir chance 
.. 
to pcrfonn," she said. 
"I enjoy singing," Culpepper 
said. "My voice is not tl1e smnc as 
it used to be, but I like the music." 
Culpepper adds U1at she will be 
pcrfonning as a soprano. 
There will be an emphasis on 
songs which celebrate the upcom-
ing holidays. 
-,\!f .,if!Y~~t,LQ~~' 
COOPERATIVE 
CHOIR 
• What: Intergenerational 
Choir Concert 
• When: Wednesday, Oeic. 6 
• Where: lthacare auditorium; 
1 1 5 S. Quarry St. 
• Time: 7:30 p.m. 
• Cost: Free 
Several students will perform 
solos and some residents will sing 
in duets and trios. 
The student volunteers from 
Ithaca College have had a positive 
inflm"nce on the residents of 
I lhacare, W cs ton said. "We feel like 
they belong to us," Culpepper said: 
"It's a nice combination of two age 
groups." 
Ruth Newhall, also a participat-
ing resident, is happy to be per-
fonning with the students. ··1 think 
they arc wonderful. We all do. The 
students arc so kind to us. They 
come in everyday and give us hugs," 
she said. "It makes me feel real 
good." 
"It has been such a rewarding 
affair working with these young 
people," Culpepper said. 
The concert is open to the pub-
lic. lthacare is located at ll5 S. 
Quarry SL 
STUDENT 
FARES! 
fV 0 
NEW YORK CITY 
White Plains 
New Roch_elle 
~~,1~f29§ 
Renrn trip l1IISt be on _Ille lolowing Slnlay, Monday or Tuesday for Special Fin. 
SCHEDULES DAILY DEPARTING FROM 
THE ITHACA BUS TERMINAL TO NYC 
, 4:50 am 7:15 am 9:40 am 12:401111 2:501111 4:25 pn 6:401111 
@fHORT/..JNE 
ITHAC'A BUS TERMINAL 710WESTSTA1ES1PHT • 007-ma 
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MOVIE LISTINGS 
-
November 30 - December 4 
Bad 'Time' for Depp 
CINEMAPOLIS 
277-6_115 . 
His career is out of time and speed with new film 
Carrington -- 7:15, 9:35 
The Crossing Guard -- 7:15, 9:35 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
Persuasion -- 7:15 
Usual Suspects -- 9:35 
Home For the Holidays -- 7:15, 9:35 
Copycat -- 7:15, 9:35 
STATE THEATRE 
273-2781 
State Theatre will not be showing any 
movies this week. 
HOYT'S PYRAMID 
MALL 257-2700 
Casino 
Money Train 
Toy Story 
Nick of Time 
Goldeneye 
American President 
Ace Ventura II: When Nature Calls 
It Takes Two 
Mighty Aphrodite 
Get Shorty 
White Man's Burden 
Please call theater for show times. 
SABWEEKEND 
FILMS 274-1386 
Clueless -- Fri. & Sat. at 7:00 and 9:30 
Sun. at 8:00 & 11 :00 
Reservoir Dogs -- Fri. and Sat. af 
midnight 
_By P~trick Boyton 
Ithacan Staff 
The gimmick of "Nick ofTimc" is that it is 
shot in real time, mcattit)g that the action 
unfolds in the same time as the actual length 
of the picture. A difficult narrative device, 
this technique has been auemptcd only a 
handful of limes in Hollywood cinema. The 
most notable example of this is probably the 
classic Gary Cooper western, "High Noon." 
Olher filmmakers who successfully pulled 
lhis off were Alfred Hitchcock with "Rope" 
and Louis Maile with "My Dinner With 
Andre." And while director John Badhmn 
struggles to make a Hitchcockian lhriller wilh 
"Nick of Time," he ends up with a mess. 
The people who made "Nick of Time" 
were so concerned with the gimmick of real 
time that they forgot lo make a movie. The 
paper-Utin plot seems like something that 
sprang from the imagination of a 12-year-old 
conspiracy theorist: An ordinary man is ap-
proached by a total str,mger, given a gun and 
told to kill the mayor in exchange for his 
kidnapped daughter. If he doesn't carry out 
the demand witllin an hour and 15 minutes, 
bad people will kill his little girl. You would 
think Uiat a movie with such a minimal plot 
would have plenty of time for character de-
velopment 
Think again. You would assume that the 
hour and 15 minutes following Ute set-up 
would be a suspense-filled, heart-pounding 
thrill ride. Nope. 
I've always admired Johnny Depp for 
choosing interesting, offbeat roles in quirky 
films like "Edward Scissorhands," "Benny 
andJoon" and "What' sEatingGilbert Grape." 
More charismatic than Kcat1u Reeves and 
Brad Pitt combined, Depp has made a delib-
erate choice to stay away from high-profile 
leading man roles in big Hollywood films. In 
fact, he turned down Reeves' !.tar-making 
role in ''Speed." 
. . 
MOVIE REVIEW 
Nick Of Time 
Directed by John Badham 
Starring Johnny Depp, 
Christopher Walken 
Tiil lluca1 rlla •1111 Ira 1 (Wll'II) ta 1 O (11111) 
So why would the same guy who refused 
lo make a dumb action flick tum around and 
make an even dumber, much dumber, action 
flick'? Money, money, money. The truth is 
Utat from his first starring role in John 
Waters'"Cry-Baby" to the mega-flop "Ed 
Wood," Depp's films, despite some of them 
being very good, don't do very well at the box 
office. I accept Depp' s inevitable decision to 
jump aboard Hollywood's money train, but 
"Nick of Time" is a noisy, rickety ride to 
nowhere. 
Although Depp is in almost every scene, 
we learn absolutely nothing revealing about 
his character throughout the. course of the 
film. He's a boring accountant al the begin-
ning of Ute movie, and remains a boring 
accountant for the next hour and a half_ Depp· s 
facial expressions range from dazed to con-
fused. Now that I think about it, Depp should 
have done "Speed" and let Keanu Reeves do 
lhisfdm. 
Christopher Walken has joined Ute 'Tm a 
Psychopathic Bad Guy" club along with Den-
nis Hopper and John Lithgow. Like everyone 
else in this film, he looks bored. Walker is 
beginning to look like a comedian imperson-
ating-Christopher Walken. 
Director John Badham's idea of building 
suspense is showing a ticking clock every 
five minutes, making U1e movie feel much 
longer thm1 it hm; any right to be. And as the 
clock approached lhe film· s deadline, I reas-
sured myself by saying "Hang in there. It'll 
all be over soon." 
TOY STORY 
Rating: 9 
• How could you make a story about a 
space toy named Buzz Lightyear and 
a toy cowboy named Woody interest-
. ing? Use state-of-the-art computer 
animation and hire big names to voice 
your characters. The chemistry 
between Tim Allen's Buzz and Tom 
Hank's Woody won't bring the two any 
Oscars soon, but their voices are 
perfect matches for drawings. Woody's 
need to be #1 in toy land is disrupted 
when Buzz arrives, yet there's a lot 
more smart and dark humor than that. 
Perhaps one of the funniest scenes of 
the movie is when Woody, Buzz and 
other toys watch a disturbed boy next 
door blow up toys with a firecracker. 
Then, he pops off his sister's doll's 
head and attaches it onto a spider's 
body that moves. The toys shriek in 
horror, but you'll find yourself chuckling 
with evil delight. 
ACE VENTURA II: 
WHEN NATURE CALLS 
Rating: 6 
• All righty ... oh dear god no! Ace is 
back, and this time he's searching for 
a white bat or else one African tribe 
will declare war on another. The film 
has bigger and fewer laughs than the 
first, yet Jim Carrey is sillier than ever. 
Watching anyone spit mucous into 
someone's eyes is not very funny, yet 
Carrey pulls it off. The problem with 
the film is he can't pull everything off 
alone. You get a sense of his despera-
tion when he climbs out naked from a 
rhino's behind. Poor Jim! 
Compiled by 
Scott Kanter 
·FILMS Presents 
••• 
~~- ClotJ.eg. Pop11larity. 
Is There A Protlent 
flere? 
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" 'RESERVOIR DOGS' PICKS UP WHERE 
SCORSESE'S 'l\1EAN STREETS' LEFT OFF!" 
- Jun Haberman. PREMIERE 
"ONE OF THE DECADE'S 
LANDMARK MOVIES!" 
- Russell Snuth. DALLAS MOR.'-H~G riEWS 
RESERVOIR 
DOGS 
imn HOTH PINN OUSC[MI f[n 
!!!l?e~---... -
_Fri. ai;td_ Sat .. a~ Midn~ght 
/ ~-~~~' .,.: ... 
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PERSONALS 
Dear readers, 
Tell someone you care with an 
Ithacan personal ad. Only $2. 
The Editors 
FOR RENT 
AUG 96-976 BEDRM FURNISHED 
HOUSE on Prospect St. newly reno-
vated, private parking, laundry, 2 
bath 2 kitchen 2 living room 257-
4831 
HUDSON HEIGHTS Studio Apart-
ments now renting for the Spring 96 
semester, summer and next year 
Call 273-8473 or 272-7271 
Only 100 feet to Simeon's! Quality 
building, furnished, carpet, intercom, 
laundry, microwave, TV lounge. 
$370 up, including util:ties. Bus at 
corner to IC. Quiet people. Genu-
ine value! 273-9462. 
Houses 96-97 leases furnish car-
peted great locations call 272-9361 
days 277-4783 eve 
2.4 & 6 Bedrooms conveniently lo-
cated near the bottom oi Hudson 
St. with off street parking, and lo-
cated 011 C0lurnb1a St. Both have 
laundrymat on premises. Bright and 
soacIous apar1ments, please call 
272-3389. 
3 and 5 person house and apar1-
:nents nalfway downtown. Clean, 
quiet. laundry, parking, some ga-
rciges Furnished 272-3832 
Semester lease houses carpeted 
furnished call 272-9361 277-4783 
eve. 
96-97 leases studio one, two, three 
bedroom furnished carpeted cal\ 
272-9361 days 277-4783 eve 
HUDSON -HEIGHTS Studio Apart-
ments now renting for the spring 96 
semester, summer and next year 
Call 273-8473 or 272-7271 
Absolutely beautiful three to eight 
bedroom apartments conveniently 
located on South Hill. All recently 
renovated and nicely maintained 
with large, bright rooms. Some with 
off-street parking and laundry. 347-
4513 or 347-4689 
Spacious 3 bedroom apt. Available 
6/96. Furnished, laundry. Free park-
ing, 10/12 month leases. Including 
utilities Call 257-8828. 
BEGIN AND END YOUR '96-'97 
HOUSING SEARCH WITH US!! 
quality housing, great locations, 
professional services, competi-
tive prices. 277-6961 
DUPLEX four bedroom apts fully 
furnished non-coin operated 
washer/dryer dishwasher balconies 
parking call 273-8576 
Large 4 bedroom house: Furnished, 
2 baths, microwave, Laundry, off 
street parking, 4 to 5 people. Call: 
273-3054 
1 ,2,3 and 4 bedroom apartments 
for '96-'97 school year. Laundry, 
parking. Rent a nice apartment at a 
fair price. 273-7368 
APARTMENTS 
Apartments and entire 
houses on South Hill, 
East Hill, and Downtown. 
One to six bedrooms. 
All have spacious rooms, 
furnished, with laundry and 
parking. Nice condition. 
Excellent values, 
ranging from 
$ 245to$450 
per month / per person, 
including all utilities. 
Call 387-5897, 9a.m-9p.m. 
AURORA ST. HOUSES - Two 3 or 
4 Bedroom houses, next door to 
each other, avail June '96. Great 
location. Off street parking, new 
furniture, washer/dryer. Must see. 
Call Nick 2TT-3133 10A-4P or 273-
0553 4P-9P. 
1,3, + 6 bedroom furnished with 
carpeting, large front porch. Below 
Rogan's on S. Aurora St. Call 533-
8637. 9 AM-8 PM 
CLOSE TO IC! FURNISHEDAPTS. 
2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 Bedrooms. Now rent-
ing. Call 272-5647 or 273-5192. 
ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Personal ads: $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line. 
Pre-payment is required for all Classified advertisements. 
Ad text (please place one character per space): 
Deliver by 5 p.rn. Monday to 
The Ithacan 
Ithaca College 
Park Hall, room 269 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 274-3207 
FAX: (607) 274-1565 
TOWNHOMES - 3 or 4 Bedrooms, 
1 1/2 Baths, avail June/August '96. 
Near IC & Downtown on Private St. 
Spacious rooms with nice furniture. 
Free parking, washer/dryer, dish-
washer, porches/patios. Must see. 
Call Nick 277-3133 1 0A-4P or 273-
0553 4P-9P. 
--------------------------------
Apts & houses available - Kendall 
Ave. & Penn. Ave. 2, 3, 4 & 5 bdrm 
furnished. 11 month lease, avail-
able 8/01/96. Please call 273-9221 
between 8am & 4pm, after 4 and on 
weekends call 272-2558 
Date(s) to run ___________ _ Category ___________ _ 
Name 
Address ___________ _ Absolutely beaut1tul three to eight 
bedroom apar1ments conveniently 
located on South Hill. All recently 
renovated and nicely ma1nta1ned 
with large, bright rooms. Some with 
off-street parking and laundry 347-
4513 or 347-4689. 
Phone _______ ------------------------------------
RENTING 96-97: MODERN TWO 
BEDROOM, new paint and carpet, 
free parking and heat. Four units 
per building. Discount for group of 
8. 2728017,257 4402 
South Hill by The Commons 2 
Bedroom Apt., Furnished includes 
heat! $690/month covered carport 
available. Call M-F 9-5; Sat. 10-2 
273-1654. 
3 Bedroom, new contemporary, 2 
blocks commons, 2 baths, natural 
gas, energy efficient, balconies, 
parking, furnished. 277-6260, 533-
7324. 
Off-Campus Housing for 1996-
97: Smart renters explore ALL the 
options before signing a lease. See 
what you may be missing-come to 
Housing Solutions! We have 
houses, apts., rooms on South Hill, 
Fall Creek, and Downtown. Don't 
wait! Stop by our Downtown loca-
tion at 104 N. Aurora Street today. 
Or call 272-6091 for more details! 
Four Bedroom townhouses, 
houses, apartments available in · 
June and August, quality housing, 
greai locations, walk to campus. 
273-9300. 
SPACIOUS 3 BEDROOMS close 
to I.C. + Commons, fully furnished, · 
parking, laundry, '96-'97, 10/12 
month leases $250-275/ pp 277-
6961 
Find your dream apartment here --
week In Ithacan Classifieds. 
Spring Sublet on Coddington Rd. 
Nice apt, big bedroom, close to I.C. 
Rent reasonable. For more info call 
275-8224. 
Have an extra room in your house or 
apartment next semester? Find a 
1erson to sublet in the classifieds. _ HMQ!•tiMH:i a 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Stu-
dents Needed! Fishing Industry. 
Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+ per 
month. Room and Board! Trans-
portation! Male or Female. No 
experience necessary. Call(206) 
545-41 55 ext A52311 
Largest selection of ski & Spring 
Break Destinations, including 
Cruises! Travel FREE, earn Cash & 
Year Round Travel Discounts. Epi-
curean Tours 1-800-231-4-FUN 
CRUISE SHIP NOW HIRING - earn 
up to $2,000+/month working on 
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour compa-
nies. World travel. Seasonal & full-
time employment available. No ex-
perience necessary. For more in-
formation call 1-206-634-0468 ext. 
C5231_1 
TRAVEL ABOARD AND WORK -
Make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching 
basic conversational English 
JaID..es E. Ga:rdn.e:r, J:r. 
. I&E4L Ei!IT.A..TE 
A G-:rea;t;e:r@JeI.ec-tioII. o:I'. 
.£...pa,:rt;IJU.eII.-ts :I.II. -the 
I"th..aea, A..:rea, 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to 8-Bedroom Houses 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277-3232 
408. :rw. "I".l.og:a, 8-t;:ree-t 
abroad. Japan, Tawain, and S. 
Korea. Many employers provide 
room & board + other benefits. No 
teaching background or Asian lan-
guages required. For more infor-
mation call: (206} 63-2-1146 
ext.J52312 
Make $$ as a sales representative 
for The Ithacan. On-campus and 
off-campus i3ccounts available. 
Contact the Advertising Director at 
The Ithacan, Park Hall room 269, or 
call 274-3207. 
FOR SALE 
Macintosh Performa 600, 5mg RAM, 
165mg HD, CD ROM, 1.4 mg floppy 
drive. Sony Trinitron Color Monitor, 
9600 Supra Fax Modem, Software, 
keyboard, mouse, amplified speak-
ers (play music in the background 
while you work!) Excellent Condi-
tion. $850 obo. Phone 274-1246 
Need some spending cash? Sell 
your unused items here. Ithacan 
classifieds are only $4 for 4 lines. 
Call 274-3207 for details. 
NOTICES 
SKl&SNOWBOARD- WINTER 
BREAK & SPRING BREAK '96 In-
tercollegiate Ski Weeks, ONLY 
$219. Includes : 5 DAY LIFT 
TICKET, 5 NIGHTS LODGING 
(LUXURY CONDO) I 5 DA VS IN-
TERCOLLEGIATE ACTIVITIES 
(Drinking age18), Sponsors include 
Molson & Labatts. MT. ORFORD, 
CANADA (Just across the Vermont 
border) Group Leader/ Rep. Dis-
counts. Call Ski Travel Unlimited. 
1-800-999-SKl-9 
SERVICES 
EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH!! 
BREAKAWAY TOURS is looking 
for motivated students, organiza-
tions & ct.ubs to promo,?_~ .,$R[in!;j 
Break& New Year's Tours to M"exico, 
Florida, Montreal, Quebec City & 
Vermont! Leader in student tours 
for the past 12 years. BEST cqm~ 
mission! Call 1-800-4654'257 
MEMBER of the BBB 
SAAB REPAIR. Expert service. No 
excuses. Nie Pellegrino. Enfield. 22 
Years experience. After-hours 
dropzone 607-272-8259 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! 
Over $6 billion in private sector 
grants & scholarships is now avail-
able. All students are eligible. Let 
us help you. Call student Financial 
Services: 1-800-263-6495 
ext.F52312 
Did you know that The Ithacan can 
be reached via Internet? Place your 
classified ad by sending e-mail to 
Ithacan@lthaca.edu. 
LOST/FOUND 
Tell everyone what you've found. 
Find everythirigthatyou've lost. Only 
in The Ithacan Classifieds. Costs 
just $4 for 4 lines. 
Comics 
CALVIN AND HOBBES • BY BILL WATTERSON 
µE"R.£'5 A P\c.i\JRI=. 
Cir t,\E W\\£N I WAS 
MU!, 11-\£. AARa&-t,iCf. Of '{001" .' 
I ™O\JG\-\T I KN£.W. l:'lEl?H\.\l~G 
'tt\le-1. I WAS 1"REt: . T\-\RB:: . \.OOK. "'' 
1\-111.T SMILE ! 
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Wi\Rtl.tR O\JT 
HERE! 
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I~ ~ ~ 
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CLOSE TO HOME 
• BY JOHN MCPHERSON 
II-lb 
"Would you like to have regular or our 
new cherry-flavored Novocain?" 
IHB 
The Weeblers' 10th anniversary dinner is ruined 
when they catch a fleeting glimpse of what 
looked like their baby sitter driving by in 
their newly restored '66 Corvette. 
1/-15 
CONGR-4 rvtA JlOIYS, PEN/SE OORT,,..,AN/ 
Yov'HE ONE OF rwo GRAND PRIZE F/AIALIST.S 
FOR 11/E WTTL CARIBBEAN GETAWAY 
VACArtoNI ALL You AIEE[) 18 [JO 1b 
WI/I/ A :5EVEN-OAY VACATION r'OR 
rwo 1b BARBA!)OS IS 
.BEAT OUR 01JIER 
Fl#Al/57' 1111 A 
LIMBO CONTEST 
71/1S SAT(J,R/JAY_I 
SPORTS 
WIRE 
ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK 
Teresa Lemery 
Volleyball 
, . ~ ,,,, ' 
, .- .. ~ ', 
'., 
. ··,;.., 
• Junior defensive specialist/ 
outside hitter Teresa Lemery 
has been a pivotal player this 
season for the Bombers. 
Lemery, a co-captain, helped 
the team advance to the final 
four of the NCAA playoffs with 
24 digs in the quarterfinal 3-2 
triumph over visiting Springfield 
(Mass.). The Bombers are 
headed to Wisconsin to play in 
the semifinals on Dec 1-2. 
NOTABLES 
• The women's basketball 
team placed third at the Buffalo 
State Betty Abgott Invitational 
Nov. 18-19. First-year guard 
Jen Colby.led the way with 17 
points while sophomore center 
Margo McGowen netted eight 
points and pulled down 15 
rebounds in the team's 
consolation victory over 
Montclair State. 
• Sophomore middle hitter 
Heidi Nichols notched 18 kills 
to help the volleyball team 
climb out of a 2-0 deficit to 
Springfield in the NCAA 
Division Ill quarterfinals Nov. 
18._ First-year setter Jill 
Finochio posted a campaign-
best 56 assists and also added 
16 digs as the Bombers went 
on to win 3-2. 
• Sophomore Andy Weishaar 
competed at the NCAA Division 
Ill men's cross-country 
championship at Wisconsin 
Nov. 18. Weishaar finished 
122nd out of 184 runners with 
a personal-best time of 
26:05.1. 
• Senior Colin Herlihy posted 
three wins for the men's 
swimming and diving team at 
Bloomsburg Nov. 18. Herlihy 
was victorious in the 200-yard 
individual medley, the 200-yard 
breaststroke and contibuted m 
the winning performance of the 
400-yard medley relay team. 
DID YOU 
KNOW? . 
• Senior guard Vince Perrine 
returns to the basketball court 
this season after a one-year 
absence. Perrine set school 
records for single-game three 
pointers made (10) and 
attempted (15) as well as 
single-season treys made (TT) 
and tried (202). He also set a 
school record for season 
shooting percentage behind 
the three-point arc. 
INDEX 
Men's Basketball ................ 25 
Women's Basketball ........... 26 
Women's Swimming ........... 26 
Wrestling ............................ 24 
Compiled by 
Marjorie Obr~ 
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Squad travels new road to success 
By Michael Jason Lee 
Ithacan Sports Editor 
Imagine going into the kitchen 
to bake a batch of cookies only to 
find out that you do not have the 
four essential ingredients on your 
recipe. 
Suffice to say, if you insist on 
making this batch of cookies, they 
will not rival any Mrs. Fields cook-
. ies for tastiness. In fact, the result-
"When I walked in that gym [during preseason], 
those kids who had gone through a Final Four, be 
it on the court or on the bench ... expected to go 
back." 
-Janet Grzym~owski, head volleyball coach 
ing batch will probably be the worst 
your kitchen has ever seen. 
Yet, as head volleyball coach 
Janet Grzymkowski has prov~n. it 
is not impossible to avoid disaster 
when four essential ingredients must 
be replaced. 
Last year, the Bombers reached 
the NCAA Division III semifinals 
for the first time in school history in 
addition to reestablishing marks for 
single-season wins (53) and con-
secutive wins (26) during a cam-
paign. 
The squad's success was largely 
attributable to outo;ide hitters Lisa 
Black and Tracy Swyers, middle 
hitter Melissa Kryzand setter Sindie 
Shollenberger. 
Swyers received All-American 
and EAA Player of the Year honors 
See FINALS, next page 
Victory secures 
birth in Final Four 
By Michael Jason Lee 
Ithacan Sports Editor 
The Ithaca College voileyball 
team refused to let the curtain fall 
on i::; season. 
After dropping the first two 
games to visiting Springfield Col-
lege in the quarterfinals of the 
NCAA Division III playoffs Nov. 
18, the Bombers stepped into the 
lead role and stole the show from 
their opponents. 
VOLLEYBALL 
The Bombers ( 41-2) battled back 
from their sluggish start to claim 
the last three games of the match 
and seal the victory, 3-2 (12-15, 7-
15, 15-7, 15-8, 15-11). 
The victory sends the Bombers 
show on the road as the squad will 
travel to Wisconsin to play four-
time defending champion Wash-
ington University (Mo.) in thesemi-
finais of the national playoffs. 
The match on Friday will mark 
the second consecutive year in 
which the Bombers have advanced 
into the Final Four. 
Ithaca and Springfield had al-
ready squared off twice this season, 
with the Blue and Gold notching 
decisive wins in both contests. But 
the Pride, making its first-ever ap-
pearance in the NCAA Division Ill 
playoffs, started off quickly and 
seemed determined to avoid a third 
setback. 
"Springfield played extremely 
well for the first few games," said 
Janet Grzymkowski, who coached 
her 200th game for the Bombers. 
"We weren't playing poorly, but 
we weren't playing at a high enough 
intensity to counter what they were 
coming at us with." 
Junior outside hitter Catherine 
lu agreed with her coach. 
"At the beginning, our intensity 
level was low and we weren't play-
ing together," Iu said. "But in the 
last three games, we picked up the 
intensity and started to work more 
as a team. We were lighter on the 
court, talking more, smiling more, 
having more fun playing together." 
The two-game deficit served as 
a wake-up call for the Bombers, 
who were able to reverse their for-
tunes before it was too late. 
"Everyone pulled together after 
the second game," first-year setter 
Jill Finochio said. "It really hit us 
that this could be it." 
Finochio, one of several players 
that sparked the team to victory, 
passed out a season-high 56 assists. 
Senior outside hitter Bonnie 
McDowell paced the Bombers with 
20 kills while sophomore middle 
hitter Heidi Nichols added 18 
spikes, 14 of which came in the 
final three games of the match.] un-
i or defensive specialist/outside hit-
ter Teresa Lemery stabilized the 
defense with 24 digs. 
The Bombers semifinal oppo-
nent, the Washington Bears (40-3), 
is the same team that knocked the 
squad out of national champion-
ship contention last year in a semi-
final contest. 
However, last year's defeat is 
old news for the Bombers as the 
players prepare to face a human-
ized Washington lineup. 
"They had an irreplaceable 
player in Amy Elbers, who was a 
Division III National Player of the 
Year two years in a row," 
Grzymkowski said. "You don't re-
The Ithacan/Jason Erlich 
Catherine lu '97 prepares to spike the ball onto the opponents side 
as Teresa Lemery '97 and JIii Finochio '99 anticipate the play. 
place a player like that. They are a 
very good team, but yet we don 'l 
believe that they' re that invincible 
team we played last year." 
Players echoed Grzymkowski's 
sentiments. 
"We all wanted another crack at 
Washington," co-captain Lemery 
said. "We have a whole new team 
this year and, we feel very confident 
about our chances aginst them." 
~egardless of their opponent's 
previous successes, Grzymkowski 
remains optimistic that the Bomb-
ers can tap their unlimited 
potential. 
"I feel very confident that [the 
players] will give it their best shot," 
Grzymkowski said. "And who 
knows, we could surprise the whole 
country and beat this team. I will 
not put a ceiling on this team." 
Doml• natl• Ofl • Ithaca defeats Cortl~nd soundly ~o pre~erve ~erfect • season record as senior co-captains swim strongly 
By Marjorie Obreza 
Ithacan Staff 
Head Coach Kevin Markwardt' s 
swimming and diving team refuse 
to blemish their record. 
Their latest victim was the Red 
Dragons from SONY-Cortland.· A 
146-91 triumph improved their 
overall season record to a perfect 
3-0. 
MEN'S 
SWIMMING 
Leading the way for the Blue 
and Golq was senior co-captain 
Colin Herlihy. 
Herlihy was a triple winner on 
the day, posting victories in the 
200-yard individual medley 
"I was very pleased with our performance. 
[Bloomsburg] came at us hard, but we responded 
well and that shows a lot about our team." 
-Kevin Markwardt, swimming and diving head coach 
(2.01.90), the 200-yard breaststroke 
(2.12.49) and was a member of the 
victorious 400-yard medley relay 
team (3.47.05). 
Senior co-captain Todd 
Paludniak was a double winner for 
the Bombers, taking first place hon-
ors in the 200-yard freestyle (23.03) 
and in the 500-yard freestyle 
(5.01.61). 
First-year swimmer Pat Kielty 
was also a double winner for the 
Bombers by winning the 50-yard 
freestyle (23.03) and the 200-yard 
backstroke (2.05.02). 
Braden Rothig took first place 
honors in the I meter diving com-
petition ( 167 .95). 
This victory followed a 107-97 
triumph over Bloomsburg Univer-
sity on Nov. 18. 
"I was very pleased with our 
performance," Markwatdt said. 
'They [Bloomsburg] c~ at us 
hard, but we responded well and 
that shows a lot about our team." 
Leading the way again was 
Herlihy with victories in the 200-
yard individual medley (2.00.85), 
the 200-yard breaststroke (2.12.39) 
and the 400-yard relay (3.49.05). 
"Herlihy posted his fastest time 
of the year in the 200-yard indi-
vidual medley and is really swim-
ming well for this point in the sea-
son," Markwardt said. 
Senior co-captain Todd 
Paludniak captured first-place hon-
ors in the 100-yardfreestyle(48.96) 
and placed second in the 50-yard 
freestyle (22.77). 
Hewasalsoapartofthewinning 
400-yard freestyle relay team 
(3.18.94 ). 
"Paludniak had an outstanding 
performance," Markwardt said. "I 
am really proud of the way the two 
seniors [Herlihy and Paludniak] are 
performing." 
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while climbing to the top of the school's 
career kills list (1,659). Black and Kryz were 
both recognized as second-team All-Ameri-
cans and first-team AII-EAA members. Black 
amassed enough digs (1,644) to become the 
school's all-time leader while Kryz holds 
the standard for all-time blocks (549). 
Shollenberger, who owns institution stan-
dards for career aces (278) and single-sea-
son assist,; (1,448), was also named to the 
first-team AII-EAA squad. . 
Unfortunately for the Bombers. last year's 
graduation ceremony included the afore-
mentioned athletes, leaving this season's 
squad without four essential ingredients that 
were integral to last year's success. 
Furthermore, while this year's roster did 
include seven returning letter winners, only 
one player (Teresa Lemery '97) was return-
ing to a familiar starting position. 
As a result, many observers felt that this 
would be a transition year of moderate suc-
cess for the Bombers. Few predicted that the 
'95 squad could mirror the success of the '94 
squad. 
"The big flashing sign that shone off in 
front of me was, 'No Pressure,"' 
Grzymkowski said. "The expectations on 
the kids, on the program, on myself [were] 
very low from anybody outside of the pro-
gram." 
The playets and coaches set their own 
standards, irrespective of previous teams' 
successes. 
"We asked everyone on the team not to 
compare this year's group with last year's 
group: they are totally different groups," 
Grzymkowski said. 
"Last year's group had achieved some-
thing that no other team at Ithaca had ever 
achieved and we don't want to try to play to 
that standard. We want to create our own 
standard," she said. 
Modest expectations for seasonal suc-
cess were pushed aside by players who had 
g~~r expectations. _ 
~,~u........ -
:IT 
"Last year :S, group had 
achieved something that no 
other team at Ithaca had ever 
achieved and we don't want to 
try to play to that standard. 
We want to create our own 
standard. " 
-Janet Grzymkowski, 
head volleyball coach 
"When I walked in that gym [during pre-
sea,;on], those kids who had gone through a 
Final Four, be it on the court or on the bench 
... expected to go back," Grzymkowski said. 
Grzymkowski said that the exceptional 
senior leadership of co-captain Bonnie 
McDowell has been one of the important 
ingredients to this year's success. 
"Bonnie has been the rock out there," 
Grzymkowski said. "She not only proved 
with her words that she· s a good leader; her 
play has been outstanding." 
The middle hitter leads the Bombers in 
seven statistical categories, including kills 
(570) and service aces (69). 
The emergence of sophomore middle hit-
ters Heidi Nichols and Melissa Gilbert, the 
strong play of junior outside hitters Lemery 
and Catherine Ju and the arrival of first-year 
setter Jill Finochio give this year's squad a 
deeper attack. 
"We have a lot more depth this year. Last 
year we looked to a few key players to d~ the 
job," Nichols said. "Now we're definitely 
stronger all the way around. Everyone on this 
team is a first-string player." 
Finochio, who amassed 1,235 assists for 
second place on the school single-season 
assist chart, has wasted no time in making her 
presence felt. 
"I can't ask for a better freshman to come 
in," Grzymkowski said. "Jill basically said. 
'OK, I'm going to try to take this team to the 
next level now."' 
Grzymkowski clearly has found a new 
recipe for success. 
BEA PART OF 
AN EXCITING TEAM! 
---•---
PEER RECRUITERS 
----+---
These special student volunteers help 
high school seniors get to know I.C. ! 
Third Orientation Meeting: 
Monday, December 4, 1995 
6:30 - 7 :30 pm 
Office of Admission 
100 Job Hall 
ALL ARE WELCOME! 
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Melissa Gilbert '98 blocks a spike during the match against Springfield College. 
THE FINAL FOUR 
1995 NCAA Division Ill Women's Volleyball Championship 
At Wisconsin - Whitewater · 
'.,.,_. -
Semifinals : 
D"ec. -1 
·' ,. 
Wisconsin - Whitewater i".: 
ALL ABOUT 
Meetmg new people • Bemg a role model for your floor 
community • Exploring your creat1v1ty · L1vmg m a smgle · 
Takmg an active role m helpmg others · Utilizing s.nd 
developmg communicat10n skills • Pract1cmg effective !lrne 
management · Fostermg community development · Bemg a 
part of d1vers1ty educat10n • Shaping leadership skills in self 
and others • Building your resume · Workmg as part of a team 
Learn More About How You Can Become An RA By AttE'ndmg 
One of the Following Informat10n Sessions 
Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday. 
December 4 December S December 6 December '7 
900pm 8:00pm 700pm 7 OOpm 
W1!1Iams 222 Terrace 7. Rm. 126 W11l1ams 222 Wllhams 222 
PANEL DISCUSSIONS: 
··Being an RA and a Person of Color." 
Monday. Dec. 4 at 8:00pm. W1lllams 222 
"Being an RA and Gay, Lesbian. or Bisexual.·· 
Wednesday, Dec. 6 at 8:00pm. Williams 222 
Applications are available at the Information Sessions and 
the Office of Residential Life. East Tower Lobby. 
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE DECEMBER 1S. 
" 
. ~, 
-, 
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Spring Break 1996 
TRAVEL FREE!! 
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas 
Panama cttv, Daytona, Pldre 
** Great low, low prices 
** Free Trip on only 1 ~ sales 
Call for a FREE 
,--------------------7 
272-8685 • Guy's and Gal's Cuts /ls, Perms 
Cent£ 't df al"LCUttE. u 
dfai'L c:Etu.J.io 
'The Poetry of Haircutting' 
Special Price with this $2 Off coupon: 
GUYS $10 GALS $13 
Regular Price: Guys $12 Gals $15 Perms $40 
Center Ithaca 
I 0:OOam - 6:00pm The Commons 
L Monday - Saturday _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Ithaca, NY 14850 _J 
STUDY ABROAD IN 
ISRAEL 
FOR CREDIT 
THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF 
jERlJSALEM 
TEL AVIV 
UNIVERSITY 
BAR-ILAN 
UNIVERSITY 
BEN-GURION 
UNIVERSITY 
HAIFA 
UNIVERSITY 
Programs for 1111dc~r;rad11atc a11d gradw1te st11dC11ts 
01\'E YEAR PROGRAMS • SEMESTER l'ROC/c-1.\fS 
SUM.\1ER COURSES 
COURSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH 
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE 
For more mformanon please call: 
Hebrew Umvcrnty 1-800-404-8622 
Tel Aviv Umvcrs,cy 1-800-665-9828 
Bar-Ilan University 1-212-337-1286 
13en-Gunon Umversu:y 1-800-962-2248 
Ha,fa Umvers,cy 1-800-388-2134 
'The Hh~an· is on'e-maiH 
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Athletes eating to win 
Diet plays important role in formula for success 
By Jeremy Boyer 
Ithacan Assistant Sports Editor 
Brian Walch '96 eats as much 
food as he possibly can. It's not 
unusual for him to consume a pound 
of pasta in a day. The more calorics 
in a meal, the beuer. 
For many people, such a diet 
would inevitably lead to poor health. 
But for Walch, a hcavywcighl 
wrestler, this diet is essential for his 
athletic success. 
In facl, Walch's eating habiL<; 
are typical of college athletes. 
Dr. Amy J. Lanou, an assistant 
professor of health promotion and 
human movement at the College, 
said athletes· lifestyles require them 
to eat higher calorie diets. 
"Athletes at the collegiate level 
are expending so much more en-
ergy than people who are not in an 
organized sport," said Lanou, who 
has taught sporLc; nutrition classes 
at the school but is currently on a 
leave of absence. 
"Many times [athlelcs] arc exer-
cising two-and-a-half hours of prac-
tice a day, either six or seven days a 
week, and that just takes so much 
more energy," she said. 
As a result of this high energy 
requirement, Lanou said poor eat-
ing habits can slow down collegiate 
athletes considerably. 
"Diet will not make you a great 
athlete, but poornulrition will hinder 
you,"Lanou said. "One of the things 
t11at takes I.he biggest beating with 
poor nutrition is the ability to sus-
tain training over a long period of 
time." 
Walch recognizes the impor-
ta1: .c of his diet habiL'>. 
· t' s obviously not the deciding 
factor for success, but it enables 
you lo be in a posilion to accom-
plish your goals," Walch said. "With 
a restricted diet, you get sluggish 
~md you can't function as well in 
practice or games." 
Sophomore Jen Earley, a mem-
hcr of the women· s lacrosse and 
swimming teams, said nol all ath-
lelcs pay auention to their diets. 
'"Nutrilion is an upcoming fac-
lor more t11an it has been," Earley 
smd. "Maybe some athletes arc as 
health conscious as I am, bul I t11ink 
more people should gel involved." 
"Diet will not make you a great athlete, but poor 
nutrition will hinder you. One of the things that 
takes the biggest beating with poor nutrition is the 
ability to sustain training over a long period of 
time." 
-Dr. Amy J. Lanou, 
assistant professor of health 
promotion and human movement 
Earley said she tries to eat a 
reduced fat diet with plenty of car-
bohydrates and she tries lo drink a 
large amount of water. 
Such a diet is ideal for college 
athletes, according to guidelines that 
Lanou offered. 
Lanou said athletes should be 
concerned with getting enough en-
ergy from I.heir food, drinking 
enough fluids and consuming a high 
proportion of calorics from carbo-
hydrates. 
Carbohydrates arc one of three 
energy sources for the body, along 
with fats and proteins. Lanou said 
60 to 80 percent of the calories an 
athlete consumes should come from 
carbohydrates. 
Pasta, bread, fruit, most veg-
etablcsandmost beverages are good 
sources of carbohydrates. 
Lanou said most athletes follow 
the high-carbohydrate plan, but she 
said a new diet has emerged that is 
higher in fat. 
The basic premise behind this 
diet is that the body will begin burn-
ing fatas its primary energy source. 
As a resull, the body will store 
carbohydrates for higher intensity 
siluations such as athletic competi-
lion. 
Lanou said she has concerns 
about the potential for creating se-
rious health problems with this new 
diet, especially for people with low 
bloodsugar or high cholesterol. 
"The high-fat diet is scary to me 
as a nutritionist because I know the 
potential negative effects of a Iong-
tcnn, high-fat diet," umou said. 
"And the data is just not strong 
enough or clear that is ~upporL-; 
improved perfonmmce. 
"That· s one direction that things 
arc going and we really need lo 
keep an eye on it,·· she said. 
Although Lanou did say nutri-
tion guidelines exist for all athletes, 
she also said ideal diets change ac-
cording to the individual athlete. 
"The biggest thing that varies is 
the amount of calorics needed," 
Lanou said. 'To maintain a 240-
. pound body takes a heck of a lot 
more energy than to maintain a 140-
pound body." 
Lanou saiddifferencesalso come 
as a result of an athlete's personal 
comfort. Pre-game eating habits are 
a good example of this type of varia-
tion. 
Senior men's swimmer Colin 
Herlihy ·said he likes to cat a large 
meal one or two hours before com-
petition because he wants to per-
form on a full stomach. 
However, junior men's cross-
country runner Erron Hubbell pre-
fers an empty stomach going into 
competition, so he cats very little 
prior to a meet. 
Lanou said neither approach is 
necessarily better than the other. 
"Before competition, eating 
guidelines have a lot to do with 
what an athlete is comfortable with," 
Lanou said. "The thing that is most 
important is that they're not at the 
beginning of an event feeling sick." 
Athletes need to experiment .to . 
find what eating habits work best 
for them. 
Hubbell said his diet, which is 
high in carbohydrates, resulted from 
trial and error. 
"You just pick habits up with 
what the coaches say and what 
other athletes do," Hubbell said. 
''Then you just have to find out 
what works best for you." 
Earley took a similar approach 
in developing her diet. 
"It took working wilh coaches, 
reading about [nutrition] in maga-
zines and taking nutrition classes," 
Earley said." And tl1cn experiment-
ing to find out what is most com-
fortable." 
Squad struggles at Syracuse 
· Division I competition too strong for inexperienced.Bombers 
By Dave Udoff 
Ithacan Staff 
The Bombers wrestling team 
took ils lumps when it faced five 
Division I schools in tl1c Syracuse 
Cla<;sic Tournament on Nov. 19. 
BulHcadCoachDavidRuckman 
isn't worried aboul his squad's la<;t-
placc finish in its second lourna-
ment of the sea<;on. He is pleased 
tlius far with the lcam's overall 
progress. 
WRESTLING 
"I'm pleased with the perfor-
mance [at Syracuse]," Ruckman 
said. 'They all gave great efforts 
and attitude and that's the criteria I 
use to evaluate them." 
. The Bombers got a solid show-
ing from sophomore John Gemmell 
and senior Ira Miles. 
. Despite battling a sprained 
ankle, Gemmell made it to the fi-
nals in the 118-weightciass tourna-
menl,eventuallylosinginlbecbam-.. 
pionship match, 11-5. Miles took 
third at 177 pounds after posting a like to at this point and my record's 
fall (1:41) in his final match. not as good as it was last year," 
Senior captain Brian Walch fin- Walch said "But I think my wrcs-
ishcd fourth at heavyweight after · tling is a lot better." 
dropping his third-place match, 2- After the Ithaca Invitational 
0. Junior Michael Stein bar also fin- three weeks ago, Ruckman said the 
ishcd fourth in the 126-pound coaching staff was more concerned 
weight class after dropping a 5-0 witl1 working on technique rather 
decision in the consolation finals. than winning matches. 
Gemmell, who.also placed sec- Walch expressed similar scnti-
ond at the Syracuse Tournament mcnts this week. 
last year, was confident despite "I think we're progressing 
matching upagainstDivision I wres- nicely as far as our technical abil-
tlcrs. ity," Walch said. "I think towards 
"Iwcntinknowingtheywercn't second semester, we're going to 
really that much better than we were, have to increase our intensity as far 
so I just thought 'I can beat these as conditioning and workouts." 
guys,'" Gemmell said. However, in order to keep their 
"I think a lot of the kids thought progre.ss moving, Walch said the 
· 'These guys are Division I' and players must retain their techniques 
were kind of in awe," he said: "But and stay healthy. 
the guys that had been there before "In the beginning of second se-
· knew they ,;ea]ly w~n' t that much mester we·soould be pretty sound 
better.': · technically, and from that point, 
.- Walch saidhe was pleased with_ . we'll have-a base·we can build on," 
hisownperforman~andthinksbis · Walch said ... ~ long as we ~tay 
wrestling is improving.. .. ·, · · - -· · ittjurffree,- I think we can be a· 
"I'm not placing as well as I'd strong~-" 
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Ullf amiliar faces look 
to play pivotal role 
Hoopsters hope to rebound from mediocre 
season with the addition of eight players 
By Andrew Marchand 
Ithacan Staff 
If you take a hammer out of a 
tool box you do not have a complete 
set If you take "The Hammer" off 
the winningest men's basketball 
team in Ithaca College history, you 
finish 11-14. 
MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
All-American Steve Dunham 
'94, nicknamed "The Hammer," 
provided the 1994 Bombers with 
the scoring and leadership the 1995 
Bombers lacked. 
Head Coach Tom Baker recog-
nized this problem and the Bomb-
ers have some new personnel to try 
to retun:i to their 1994 fonn. The 
group includes three players who 
did not play competitive basketball 
last year and four first-year stu-
dents. 
These additions, along with 
seven returners, hope to give the 
Bombers at least a 17-8 record. 
Bakerthinksthat 17winsareenough 
for a post,;eason bid. 
However, injuries could throw a 
monkey wrench into these plans. 
The Bombers entered last night's 
opener versus New Paltz after a 
preseason that saw junior co-cap-
tain Shak.a Serville and returning 
senfor ,three-point threat· Vince 
Perrine go down with injuries. 
For at least the first part of the 
season, Serville' s tendinitis and 
strained tendon in his knee will 
make his playing status a game-by-
game decision. 
Perrine will miss three games 
with a slight ligament tear in his 
shooting elbow. 
Naval Academy transfer Kevin 
Havens may be the one to nail down 
the 15-foot jumpers Dunham hit 
consistently. 
"He is capable of being one of 
the leading scorers," Baker said. 
Havens played major minutes in 
his three years at Navy. He is listed 
as a junior, but may only own one 
year of elig_ibility. 
Baker has put in a request with 
the NCAA foranextraathleticyear. 
While Havens could be the scorer 
last year's team lacked, the leader-
ship responsibility falls to co-cap-
tains Serville and Mark Metcalf. 
THE BOOK ON BAKER 
Tom Baker 
Head Men's 
Basketball Coach 
Ithaca College '63 
Years at Ithaca: 17 
Record at Ithaca: 273-172 
Career highlights: 
• Won more games than any other 
coach in the history of the men's 
basketball program. 
• Coached Bomber teams to .500-
or-better records in 15 of 17 
seasons. 
• Guided four Ithaca squads to 
NCAA Division Ill playoff appear-
ances and six teams to ECAC 
Upstate New York postseason 
births. 
What was the problem with the 
leadership last year? 
''The leadership will be stronger 
this year," Baker said. "I'll leave it 
at that." 
The point guard Serville is the 
more vocal of the two leaders. 
Serville knocked down his jumpers 
last year and if this continues, he 
could be an All-American candi-
date the next two seasons. 
He definitely owns the quick-
ness. 
"It felt like number 23 could 
have broken down his man any time 
he wanted," said Matt Sugarman, 
the captain of the Union Dutchmen 
after a game last year. 
Serville' s starting backcourt 
mate is Metcalf, whose nearly 15 
points per game led ~e team in 
scoring a year ago. 
Metcalf and potential have been 
linked together since he won Em-
pire Athletic Association Rookie of 
the Year. This could be his year to 
demonstrate his multi-dimensional 
skills. 
Perrine decided not to play last 
season due to personal reasons. 
(There is no truth to the rumor 
Perrine played minor league base-
ball or that he wants to change his 
number from 43 to 25.) 
When healthy, Perrine shoots 
like Rambo. He is accurate, he will 
fire from anywhere and he never 
seems to run out of ammunition. 
As a sophomore, he set school 
records by hitting 77 threes on 202 
attempts. 
The Bombers also gained some 
. height with 6-foot-5 junior Keith 
Bergquist, who joins the team after 
concentrating on academics his first 
two years. Bergquist and 6-foot-7 
first-year player Gavin Mazurak, 
who attended New Hampton Prep 
along with Serville and Perrine, both 
own offensive potential. 
Returning upfront is six-foot- I 0 
sophomore Eric Pitcher, who im-
proved his scoring touch last sea-
son progressed. . 
The rest of the Bombers' bench 
is like Shakespeare-deep. Junior 
Rob Nadler plays strong defense 
and could start on other teams. Jun-
ior Kevin Mercier, who played jun-
ior varsity ball last year, has been 
the surprise of the preseason and 
Baker says he'll back-up Serville. 
Fellow junior guard Kevin Connors 
may also see some playing time at 
the point. 
The three other reserves, first-
year players Tucker Gifford, 
Brendan Killeen and Jay Watts, all 
own the ability to play. Gifford and 
Killeen are both big bangers, while 
Watts looks like a young Perrine. 
The schedule will be a bit differ-
ent as the Empire Athletic Associa-
tion only has six teams this year 
with the departure of Clarkson, 
Hobart, Rensselaer and St. 
Lawrence. 
The league champion of the EAA 
receives an automatic bid to the 
NCAA Division III playoffs. 
How are the Bombers going to 
get there? 
'The keys for this team are chem-
istry on offense, playing [defense] 
hard and the players getting along 
with each other," Baker said. "But 
I'm nQt expecting miracles right 
away." 
The lthacan 25 
The Ithacan/Dave Batt 
First-year forward Gavin Mazurak drives to the basket. 
Year starts .off on 
a winningnote 
By Joshua Milne 
Ithacan Staff 
There are some new kids on 
the block. 
Thankfully, they are not that 
teeny-bop band from the 1980s. 
Instead, they are the eight new 
players that are on this year's 
Ithaca College men's basketball 
team. 
Even though the Bombers 
were inexperienced, with four 
first-year players on the team, 
they defeated New Paltz State 
College Wednesday night in the 
Hill Center Gymnasium by a 
score of 63-45. 
Some might think that an 18-
point victory could be construed 
as an easy win, but that was not 
the case for Ithaca. 
"No win is an easy win," jun-
ior guard Shaka Serville said. 
"You've got to put effort into 
everything you do. Even if you 
beat a team convincingly, you 
still have to try to put your best 
foot forward." 
During the contest, three for-
wards accounted for 30 points in 
leading the squad to victory. 
Junior Kevin Havens scored 
14 points and grabbed seven re-
bounds while junior Keith 
Bergquist and first-year player 
Mazurak each added eight 
points. 
Since there are eight new 
players on the team, one would 
expect team chemistry to be a 
problem, but that doesn't seem 
to be the case with this particu-
lar squad. 
Head Coach Tom Baker be-
lieves that he will not have to 
worry about a lack of teamwork 
this season. 
"I think these kids get along 
great," Baker said. "They really 
like each other and they have 
good attitudes." 
POOL 
Great Gifts ... Cues, Cases & Accessories i Plus GIFT CERTIFICATES 
" For Poo! Time, Equipment, or Arcade Play 
Call Now to Book 
CHRISTMAS PARTIES 
BILLIARDS 
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:,-Red-·Dragons?;aroWii 
in Bombers' wake 
After long layoff and two subpar 
practices, team re·sponds with solid win 
By Glenn Roth 
Ithacan Staff 
Women's swimming and diving Head 
Coach Paula Miller said Monday's practice 
was awful and Tuesday's wasn't much better. 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING 
Statements like this one \\'.Ould lead one to 
believe that Wednesday's meet versus SUNY-
Cortland would be a disaster. 
That was not the case. 
The Bombers (3-1) trounced v1s1tmg 
SUNY-Cortland 131.5-91.5, making it the 
14th straight time they have beaten the Red 
Dragons. 
"It was a total surprise, a real nice one, that 
they swam so strong," Miller said: 
The layoff was the reason for the sluggish 
practices as some team members did not have 
the opportunity to swim over break. 
"You get used to the intense training, but 
with the time off, you lose yardage and its 
hard to hike it up fast," senior captain Lindsey 
Cassel said. 
However, the captain was pleased with 
yesterday's results. 
"Despite our irregular practice times, con-
sidering all the factors, l think we swam 
fantastically," Cassel said. 
Miller was pleased with the balanced ef-
fort of her squad. 
Potterfield, Ruth Vesler, Sarah Duffy and 
Julie Steele all finished first in their respec-
tive events. In fact, the Bombers took first-
place in the opening 10 events. 
To avQid running up the score, Ithaca did 
exhibitions for the last three events. The 
times count for National consideration, but 
there were no points awarded. 
This is exactly what happened to Steele, 
as her I :09.84 finish in the 100-yard breast-
stroke was good enough for a National "B" 
cut time. 
On the downside, senior Pam Garfield and 
first-year swimmers Renee Helbok and Katy 
Palmer are out with mono. 
"In twenty years, I have not had a mono . 
case. It really astonishes me," Miller said. 
At this point, Miller is juggling the lineup 
to find out everyone's strength. In particular, 
she is looking to find out each swimmers' 
third best event so the team can score as many 
points as possible at the State competition. 
At this early stage of the season, most 
swimmers' times remain the same, but senior 
Amy Reivich is the exception. She is drop-
ping tiine and for the second week in a row 
she has recorded her two best times. 
The strength of this teani lies together in 
its unity. · 
Senior Carlene Tomazic said it's the most 
united team she's been on and her coach 
agrees it is something special. 
The Ithacan/Chuck Holiday 
Preparing for an entry into the water, Maryann Suprano '98 unfolds from her tuck 
position during last night's swimming and diving meet in the Hill Center Pool. 
"We had different people scoring today," 
she said. "It was not just one or two people." 
Cassel.junior Amanda Liddy, sophomore 
Debby Werner and first-year swimmers Dara 
"This year's group is very close and to be 
so cohesive this early in the season is some-
thing very unique," Miller said. "You can't 
teach or coach it, we're just very lucky." 
Balanced scoring attack highlights tourney ·play 
Decisive victory follows tough loss as squad finishes third; Colby impressive in first collegiate gam~s 
By Dave Udoff 
Ithacan Staff 
For !-,0mcone who I!-. still trying 
to adjust from high school to col-
kge ba~ketball, Jenn Colby i) off to 
a good \tart. 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
---------- ------
The fir\t-year !strong forward 
from New Hampshire is making 
stride!-. 111 Head Coach Christine 
Pritchard' sup-tempo game at Ithaca 
College. 
Colby led the Bombers with 13 
points and grabbed six rebounds in 
her team's 53-52 loss against Buf-
falo State in the Betty Abgott Inv1-
tational on Nov. 18. 
The Bombers lost the game m 
"~f we can get [Jenn Colby's] defense up to par 
lvith her offense, she will be the complete player 
that we 're really looking for." 
- Christine Pritchard, head women's basketball coach 
heartbreaking fashion as a Bengal 
player sank two free throws with 
3.7 seconds remaining. 
Pritchard rewarded Colby'!> per-
formance by starting her in the con-
!-.Olation game against Montclair 
State the next day. 
She grabbed 17 points and I 0 
rebounds as the Bombers defeated 
the Red Hawks 73-60. 
Colby said she wa!> shocked to 
learn she made the lnvitational's 
all-tournament team. 
''I'm surprised because I'm a· 
freshman and just wanted playing 
time," Colby said. "This i~ pretty 
·. overwhelming." 
Despite her success, Colby real-
izes she still has adjustments to 
make. She committed eleven turn-
overs in the two games and fouled 
out of the Buffalo State contest. 
"I have a lot to learn," Colby 
said. "Points aren't everything. I 
need to develop a better mind for 
the game." 
Pritchard appreciated Colby's 
performance from an offensive 
standpoint, but said she needs to 
improve her play on the defensive 
Presidential Search 
Rescheduled Meetings with 
Board Chairman Muller 
and Bill Bowen of Heidrick & Struggles 
Directors, Department Heads and Assistant Deans Meeting 
Wednesday, December 6, 2:00-4:00 pm, Williams 225 
Faculty Open Meeting 
Wednesday, December 6, 4:00-6:00 pm, Williams 225 
Student Open Meeting 
Wednesday, December 6, 6:00-8:00 pm, Textor 102 
Staff Open Meeting 
Thursday, December 7, 10:00am-12:00pm, Textor 102 
\ 
\ 
end of the court. 
"If we can get her defense up to 
par with her offense, she'll be the 
complete player that we're really 
looking for," Pritchard said. 
Point scoring proved to be a di-
versified effort for the Bombers. 
Nine players scored for Ithaca in 
the Buffalo State game and 10 
scored against Montclair State. 
Against the Bengals, sophomore 
guard Holly Mosher scored 12 
points and sophomore center-for-
ward Margo McGowan contributed 
11 boards. 
"Sometimes, because a team is 
keying on one player, another player 
will shine," Pritchard said. 
"Most teams will have to focus 
on Margo McGowan, and that's 
going to open the door for Jenn 
Colby because they play side-by-
side quite a bit. 
"That's one advantage of the 
system," she added. "It's not de-
signed for one person to score ev-
ery time. High scorers could change 
every game." 
The Bombers will need this depth 
for the remainder of the semester 
with first-year guard Jen Cotton out 
until January with a stress fracture 
in her left fibula. 
Senior captain Naomi Winakor 
grabbed three steals against Buf-
falo State. 
She was playing in her first set of 
games since she injured her knee 
last season. 
Winakor said she had no prob-
lem ad justing after her lengthy lay-
. off. 
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, MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Ithaca (1-0) 
Wednesday 11/29 
Ithaca def. New Paltz 
1995-96 Schedule 
12/1 Whaling City Tourney@ 
Connecticut College 
12/2 Whaling City Tourney @ 
Connecticut College 
12/8 @ Cortland 
12/12 Utica 
12/14 Binghamton 
1 /9 @ Plattsburgh 
1/12 St. Lawrence 
1/13 Clarkson 
1/16 @ Daemen 
1/18 St. John Fisher 
1/20 Cortland 
1/23 Alfred 
1/25 @ Nazareth 
1/27 RIT 
1/30 @ Hobart 
2/1 Cazenqvia 
2/4 Southern Vermont 
2/6 @ RIT 
2/10 @ Alfred 
2/13 Hartwick 
2/16 Keuka 
2/17 @ Cazenovia 
2/20 @ Roberts Wesleyan 
2/24 @ Hartwick 
63-45 
WRESTLING -
Sunday 11/19 
Ithaca took 6th place at Syracuse 
Classic 
Individual Statistics 
Name Place 
So. John Gemmell 2nd 
Sr. Ira Miles 3rd 
Jr. Michael Steinbar 4th 
Sr. Brian Walch 4th 
Weight 
118 lbs. 
177 lbs. 
126 lbs. 
heavyweight 
VOLLEYBALL 
Ithaca (41-2) 
Saturday 11/18 
Ithaca def. Springfield 3-2 (12-15, 7-15, 
15-7, 15-8, 15-11) 
Individual Statistics 
Sr. Sonnie McDowell 20 l<ills 
So. Heidi Nichols 18 kills 
Fr. Jill Finochio 56 assists 
1995 Statistical Leaders 
Sr. Bonnie McDowell 
Sr. Bonnie McDowell 
Fr. Jill Finochio 
So. Heidi Nichols 
Jr. Teresa Lemery 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
Ithaca (1-1) 
570 kills 
69 aces 
1 ,235 assists 
139 blocks 
279 digs 
Saturday 11/18 - Sunday 11/19 
Ithaca took 3rd place at Buffalo State 
Betty Abgolt Invitational 
Buffalo State def. Ithaca C 53-52 
Individual Statistics 
Fr. Jenn Colby 
So. Holly Mosher 
So. Margo McGowan 
13 points, 6 rebounds 
12 points 
11 points, 5 steals, 
6 robounds 
Ithaca def. Montclair State 73-60 
Individual Statistics 
Fr. Jenn Colby 17 points, 1 O rebounds 
Fr. Jen Cotton 14 points 
Fr. Liz Carty 11 points 
So. Margo McGowan 8 points, 
15 rebounds 
IN THE PUB 
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Single-Season Leaders (since 1980) 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING 
AND DIVING 
~ 
Name Season Games Kills 
Tracy Swyers 1994 140 601 
Ithaca (3-1) 
Saturday 1 l /18 Bonnie McDowell 1995 119 570 
Bloomsburg def. Ithaca 117-88 Lisa Black 1993 148 55Q 
Rhonda Faunce 1983 117 482 
Individual Statistics Lisa Black 1994 136 462 
Name Place Events 
50-yd free 
200-yd free 
200-yd breast 
400-yd free relay 
500-yd free 
1 ,000yd free 
100-yd free 
~ So. Debby Werner 1st 
Name Season Games Assists 
Sindie Fr. Julie Steele 1st 
Schollenberger 1993 142 1,448 Fr. Dara Porterfield 1st 
2nd Jill Flnochio i995 120 1,235 
Sindie 
Schollenberger 1994 134 1,217 So. Leslie Greene 2nd 
Laurie Roberts 1991 125 1,059 
Laurie Roberts 1992 110 1,054 
MEN'S SWIMMING 
AND DIVING 
Ithaca (3-0) 
Sa\urday 11/18 
Ithaca def. Bloomsburg 107-97 
Individual Statistics 
Name Place 
Sr. Colin Herlihy 1st 
Sr. Todd Poludniak 1st 
2nd 
So. Brian Barber 1st 
2nd 
Fr. Pat Kielty 1st 
2nd 
Wednesday 11/29 
Ithaca def. Cortland 
Events 
200-yd med 
400-yd breast 
400-yd med relay 
100-yd free 
400-yd free relay 
50-yd free 
400-yd free relay 
200-yd free 
400-yd free relay 
200-yd back 
146-91 
Wednesday 11/29 
Ithaca def. Cortland 131.5-91.5 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
Friday 12/1 
Women's Swimming & Diving @ 
West Chester Classic TBA 
Men's Basketball, Whaling City 
Tourney @ Connecticut College 6/8:00 
Saturday 12/2 
Wrestling @ RIT Invitational 10:00 
Men's Indoor Track & Field @ 
Cornell Invitational 11 :00 
Women's Indoor Track & Field @ 
Comell Invitational 11 :00 
Men's Basketball, Whaling City 
Tourney@ Connecticut College 1/3:00 
Women's Basketball @ Elmira 3:00 
Women's Swimming & Diving @ 
West Chester Classic TBA 
Sunday 12/3 
Women's Basketball vs Utica 7:00 
Women's Swimming & Diving @ 
West Chester Classic TBA 
Compiled by 
Jason Miller 
Thank you Ithaca College for voting 
Rogan 's the Best pizza on campus. 
+;1::i~-
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PIZZA ----·--• ROOIE'S HOAGIES --• 
Pied. Lg. Pa,, r..., 
12· 11,· l'lecl. Lg. 
Flaln . . . . S ~75 • . S 8 2.5. . . S 6 75 . . f 9.2.S 
l T<>f>rlng .. 6.75 .... 975 ... 7.75 ... 10.75 
2Toppl"!I' •• 7.7'. 11 "l5. ... 8.75 ..... 1i:z.s 
3Tupplngs . 8.75... 12.75.. •. 9.75 .... 13.75 
• Toppings . 9.75 .... 14.2.S ... ; 10 75 .... 15.l!I 
STopplngs . J0.75 .... 15.75 ... 11.75 .... 16.75 
GToWin!P. 11.75 ... 1715 ... 12.75 ... 18.l!I 
7Tupplngs . 12.75 .... 18.75... 13.7S ..... 19.75 
The W00\3 . 13.75 ...• 20.2.S .... 14.75.... 21.25 
torrll'IGS 
tbrn. rincoppk .. rcppaonl Mc»tlull. ~lack Otl\lcs. 
Onions. Hushruum~ D-aimn. t'cpper, (hot,., sw«.t}. 
5-u:,;,ge. Cggplar,Ll\rtl<ho>.c MCML 
GOORl'IET PIZZA 
(llot or Cold} 1/'6 \.b. In U,,. 
--Inc fhllly Chttsc Slcok . . . . . .. • S.,.00 .. • . . •• f500 
Maml>Urgcr • . . . .. . . .. • • l .SO . . 3.00 
Ch<,:xburgcr . .. .. .. • .. • .. . 1.75 . . . . ~ 50 
TulJyl>w'gcr .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . 2.2.S . .. . . .. . 4.00 
- ~111"' .. . .. . .. .. 2~ .. . . . . . 4.50 
!11.T ...................... 2.00 ......... 4~ 
Mot Dogs • • • • • • .. . .. .. . • 1.2!1 • . .. .. . . . . . s,,.,,._ rcppcn et Ooion> . . .. 2." . .. . .... 4 00 
11am t97'1.FATrltU:, ..••• , • • • . . 3.50. . .. ~00 
Tuth.ey c99"'trA.TrPiUJ. •. •. • .••• 3!,0. . ••. 5.00 
Tuna Salad WLWltlTCt. • . • , .•• ,l-'O.. , , ,5.()() 
~- ........ . . ... :soo ...... ·~ 
OuaCMTKllc .. .. • . . . • • ~ • .. • . . • ,._00 
Tuna ouacamo&c • . • . . • • • • . i,o . • . . . . 3..00 
Corned ftccf t~rATr"l'U) ..• , , • 3.,7!5,.. . .. , 5..00 
Roml 15<:d ................... 3.75 ....... :l-00 
r.ulnlml 197'1orATFl"UJ. • . • .••• .11~ . . . . 3..00 
ChccK . . . . . • . . . . .. . · 3.~ · .. · ·~ 
.. -. 1.g. 11og1c·o lt.utn noagk . . . . .. 3.!,0 • . . .. •. 500 
1r 111· nzr.aSW>r•mcoan ............ = ........ 500 
rtamlanrtxzaa .... . ...... S7.SO .... Sll.:U =~·;:: .. ~~;:::::::::~ ~::::::::· ~ 
=~-~~~~-~~~-ec~:~~~---·· 1~ vca1ranncsan ................. ~ ......... !i.OO 
Crushed taa> lhdls. malball>. bb<k olt<cs. lomatuc!L Chld,cn ,_ • • .. • · · · .. • • • 3.50 • .. • .. · · · 500 
lt11UCC _,, >a>OC ChcO>c (""'11) • • . • • • • .. • • • • • • .. 30< . . . . . MC 
CralNaalll"lum •... ············ 7.~ •.••• 10.9:, ~~=-'==~~la 
Crabmeal.garlk.l!rollvcollw/toma!0sau«: ···~ r_...._ ..................... 1= ...... !195 BU'l'ALO CIDCfiEN WfflGS -
r,:1a chaK. spinach. garlic. olive oO (Choler ol saxe Hat. l'kdlum. s.-:t. 8eQJ 
.....,,,...retaa.eoertuat . 7.9~ ...... 9.95 12 p1ca::, ••••• ........... .• •.• •• . • .• .. so.oo 
=~~-ortua, ... 7~~ .... 9.M ~= ......... , .. ::.::::·:::::::::·:: .... ·1i~ 
~,:;=-:=... ·. . .. iu-. 10.95 'llplcm ..................................... 1400 
OU/Vlnculr:sau<:c.s,..,ILChOlcc:sclOmolocs.bbckoll•a. OOplec,c, ••·•••••••· ... · · ....•..•••. · · 
17
·
00 
onlonl. Alic, rn<>klns, a b Wpp,,d """' l<llUCe OD l:>lra l5ku a-,e · · · · · · · · • • · .. · · · · • · • • .. · .. · .... ?54 
.Ind "111<?· '"° splll order, - ,Ill pttctl 
--k:rla•• ............... :l-.25 .•... 7.7!, .. ____ S,\lADS ----· 
OarlicmKI ff\OI.~ ~ft ....... - •. . . . • . . • . • . . • . • . • . • . . • • . • • . .. 15.00 
~~~·.;;,;ji.;.;.;..,;;.u;·pb~ ... sa~~ ..... 10~ nan,.llltl<c,J.cr,eac.onlon3.-ai~ 
- ...................................... n.so 
.........,.,__.,..., 
AtwaysfRU dellw:ly andfRU FUSI with pizza! 
rRCf. dcllvel)' un suI>S 1111d wllll:P With a $6.00_ mlnlmwn order. 
16 oz. f'fl'SI and mer f'USI dcllva'ed •.• 7M each. 
-
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Shoe rJusiness 
The Winter season brings 
with it many interesting 
things. Footwear, in 
particular, becomes exotic. 
But despite the colder 
climates, there's still no 
business like ... 
The Ithacan/Chuck Holliday 
The Ithacan/Scott McDermott 
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